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THE LEDGER & TIMES
COWLITZ COVINAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVIRY Will

Subscription Offer
Expires in 10 Days
You have only ten more
days in which to take advantage of the unusual
subscription bargain, the
Ledger & Times two years
for $1.00 in Calloway and
adjoining counties. This
offer applies to both new
and renewal subscriptions.
Since the initiation of
this special subscription
offer some four months
ago, new subscriptions
have poured into our office
in such large quantities,
that today the paid circulation of the Ledger and
Times, your progressive
newspaper for over half a
century, stands at an ALLTIME HIGH. Also, the
response of renewal subscribers has been such
that at present our list is
so well paid up that we
have no fear of an inspection from United States
Postal Inspectors.
We confess that we are
unable to find words to
adequately express our
appreciation of your
splendid patronage. To
you who are not subscribers, we cordially invite
you to join our ranks before the expiration of our
bargain price Fourth Monday in March, for there
will positively be no extension of the offer.

$1.nn

a year In Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
$1.qn a year elsewbere
the State of Kentucky.

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
, Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 14, 1940

PROF PROKOP EXPLAINS
Weed Averages $8.19 FORMER
IS ELECTED AT
'S TASK
On Three Local Floors STETSON UNIV. ENGINEER
AT KENTUCKY DAM
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J. W. Compton, a native of Calloway county, has been selected as
field representative for John B.
Stetson University, Deland, ‘Fla.,
President W. S. Allen announced
March 6.
Mr. Compton is a former principal of the Training School of Murray State College and faculty member Of the college.
He has been in educational work
for 15 years. He began his career
teaching a rural school of Calloway
county and soon became rural supervisor. For five years he was an
elementary school principal at Owensboro. for two years supervising
principal at Tarpon -Springs, and
for four years principal of the
School,
Memorial Junior High
Tampa.
Mr. Compton is a member of Phi
Delta Kappa, national education
fraternity.
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Getting Ready for "Mary of Scotland"
VELL

—
WHATTA VA MAKE OF DAT?
I GOES AND MAKE AN
ACTOR OUT OF NiESELF--JUST FUR HER — DEN ,
.SHE GIVES ME DE

Problem of Coffer Darns
Solved by Modern
Methods

NEWS NOTE:

GEE/THIS SPINACH
SURE 15
TOUGH.'

PREPARING FOR THE
PLAY, VARY Os SCOTLANS
-reE MEN ACTORS OF
MURRAY STATE ARE
rRAININ6 FROM HAIRCUTS OR 5HAVE3 FOR
FIVE V'VEEK5.

LEMON

5% MILLION CUBIC FEET
EARTH TO BE REMOVED

BUSINESSMEN OF
MURRAY TO OFFER
MULE DAY PRIZES
Amount, Number of Prizes
to be Announced
Next Week

4

W. 0. PARR TO SPEAK
IN FARMERS MEETING

••••••••

,004t4,

t9 nn a year to any &actress
va•••‘'‘' other than above.

HM-M LTHAT5 'FUNNY./

City officials stated today that
Mr. E. A. Prokop, reservoir conEVERY TIME-1 TIP MY' HAT
Ii
cash awards would be given for
TO AN OLD FRIEND SHE
struction engineer. Kentucky Dant,
Superior Grade of Leaf is
all classes of horses and mules at
T055E5 IN A NICKEL/
recently explained the preliminary
Offered for Sale
Fourth,-Monday-inannual
the
engineering work necessary at the
"r^
This Week
March trade day celebration. Prizes
s• L•'-=Kentucky dam site before the cepwill be contributed by the business
struction of the dam could begin,
TOBACCO MEN SAY 90%
of Murray. Full information
men
at
railroad
He described how the
OF '39 CROP DELIVERED
as to the amount and number of
the--dam site had to be relocated
prizes will be announced in the
Tobacco sales on the three Muron the east side by diverging the
next issue.
ray loose leaf floors continued to
railroad through a hillside. Piers
The Calloway County Farm Buhold special interest during the
reau announced that W. 0. Parr
bridge had to
railroad
the
under
first three days of this week.
of Paducah would speak at the
be protected by sheet steel pilint
Although, the quality of weed ofCourt House at 1:30 o'clock at a
fered was said to be inferior, good
constructed
A large camp had to be
county wide meeting of farmers
prices were paid for a total of
on that date.
on the west side of the river, and
330,445 pounds from Monday
Prolonging the Easter holiday
a hard-surface acess road had to
bARN
HECK—THE
through Wednesday, with growers
THEY
CANT
DO
another day and making the ocs
be built to the Paducah-Bentan
GROW
receiving $27.062.91 for an average
WON'T
AND
THINGS
piTEOY
highway. On the east side of tile
casion even more eventful with
price of $8 19 per hundred.
ANY OTHER TIME I'D HAVE
ME!THINK I'LL
HOW
00
TH
15
river a number of buildings had to
special concessions to the traders,
The average price paid by the
purTO
A
construction
USE
LAWN
MOWER
-TO
be erected for
LIVE Ill MARCH al?
the offitiers and business -peoplefloors for the leaf this week showmachine
warehouses,
as
such
poses,
of Murray will endeavor to make
5EP 'EM OFF./
ed an increase of 55 cents on the
shops, utility buildings, etc.
this the first of long line of gala
"a
eehundred over that paid during the
March - court days.
Mr. -Prokop was the enginae li
Speeih
Wins
Lynn Grove
first three days of last week.
charge of the preliminary engineerSo, give the mules and horses
The tobacco men estimate that
sbs
Events, Almo First in
8.
ing investigations, which began In
a manicure and a finger wave awl
4 of the 1939 crop has been
90,
Music Contests
the spring of 1935 and continued
show them around the Court
placed on the market. The reto July 1, 1939, when construction
Square for the parade season demaining 10%' of last year's crop,
Me
of the dam began. Preliminary
mands.
ALL COUNTY SCHOOLS
yet unsold, and thought to be of
expensive
required
vestigations
announced, no
As previously
low quality, is expected to be dePARTICIPATE IN MEET studies both of the dam site and
"motor vehicles" will be allowed
livered within the next few days.
the reservoir. At the dam site
to encroach upon the space set off
Bad roads are blamed for the reReturns from the County Inter- great deal of core drilling was
our four-footed friends. Parkfor
%ewe
tarded delivery.
in order to determine Uhl
ing space on the new lot furnished
scholastic Contests held at -Lynn done, foundation. In all. apprositThe sales by the Murray floors
type of
by the city will offer adequate
Hee ote
Grove High School on Tuesday re- mately 100,000 feet of core dri
for Monday. Tuesday, and Wed•E‘
space for those arriivng by that
nesday of this week are as folveal that Almo and Lynn Grove was done, or . approximately
1
r
jvEs
mode of travel.
lows:
topped the other high schools of miles. Sixteen test pits were dug
Stores and shops will have specstructure and conAssociation
the
determine
•
to
the county. with Lynn Grove taking
ial displays honoring the owners,
dition of the alluvial overburden
Avg.
Money
Pounds
and the mules, and a hearty welfirst place in speech events and Al- on the banks of Ste river. Studies
59.090 $ 5.044.88 $8.54
Mon.
is extended to every citizen
come
investigaincluded
music.
reservoir
in
in the
mo ranking first
8.86
2,936.91
33.920
Tues.
bring his best, and his worst.
to
of
effect
economic
the
into
tions
1.610.85
8.10
18.095
The total number of points made
Wed.
piece of horseflesh to participate
by Lynn Grove in speech was 66. the building of the dam, in the
Growers
in the first really whopping big
famof
removal
land,
of
flooding
a
for
points
64
totaling
with Almo
Avg.
Money
trdde day in the history of Murray
Pounds
close second place and Hazel rank- ilies. etc. The investigations show78.8'75 $ 5,14152 $8.73
and Calloway County.
Mon.
with 83. The score of the ed that the Kentucky site is one of
third
ing
8 45
2.69528
31.965
Tues.
oilier contestants was Kirksey 57, the most economical flood control
8.08
3.657,51
45.285
Wed,
sites in the Ohio River basin.
Faxen 51, and New Concord 31.
The latest accomplishment of the
Farris
In building the dam it is estith. mlie 'omr'+ition Ahno's
Sock and Buskin Club, members of Finnish Concede Much to I Miss Mary
1
Grove,
Lynn
mil,4
5
Faxon,
Hazel,
approximately
that
mated
Avg.
Money
Pounds
total score was 55. while New Conof
Soviet Nation to
will have
Almo, City ETrainingwhich must learn every phase
43.420 $ 3.181.64 $7.33
Mon.
cord scored 5e noints for second lion cubic yards of earth
making
*lout
500.000
arid
in
removed,
been
Secure Peace
be
to
has
work,
dramatic
8.84
848.56
third
placed
12,405
Grove
place and Lynn
Tues.
School
Approximate7.1Q
1,045.78
Mistimes for the play "Mary of
27,410
Wed.
with 40. The other schools sieuked cubic yards of rock.
of
carloads
500
in the following order: Kirksey 37, ly 25,000 tons, or
Scoltand". This play will be pre- FINLAND MOURNS LOSS
Miss Mary Elizabeth Baker, age
sheet steel piling will be used; RAILROAD OWNERSHIP
Faxon 35, and Ha:-.el 35.
TOTALS 330.445 827,083.11 18.19
sented in the College auditorium
74. died Friday morning. March IL
1,600.000 brarels of cement,
about
INVADERS
TO
LAND
OF
WILL BE DISCUSSED Friday evening, March 22, at 8:14
Winners in the speech classifies- about 1,600.000 cubic yards of rock,
at the home of her brother, J. W.
Occasion Marks 104 Years of
o'clock.
tion were as follows:
Baker who resides North of MurProgress in Dental
and baout 600,000 tons of sand. In
HELSINKI, March 13—Finland, ray, after a three weeks' illness of
Research on these costumes was
Oratorcial declamaton — Bogard the earth embankments about 2.History
Nineteen high schools of West
Dunn, Hazel. first; Halford Hart. 700,000 cubic yards of earth will Kentucky will compete in the First begun by club members last sum- mourning its peace with the grief pneumonia.
Funeral services were conducted
mer in order to insure
of the vanquished, was given hope
The Southwest Dental Society Lynn Grove, second; Wayne Wil- have to be placed and rolled. -District Debating Tournament of "Mary of Scotland" is correctnessMartin's
Sock and
morning at
banquet, honoring the 100th an- son. New Concord, third.
tonight of saying its .independence Saturday
One of the principal problems in the Kentucky Interscholastic
costumed
complete
first
of which she was
Buskin's
church,
Chapel
Dee
the
of
Founding
the
reading—Jessie
of
niversary
Interpretive
question
the
was
dam
the
College
building
Lent, at Murray State
Funeral services for Mrs. George
play Three hundred and twenty- and protectieig its shorn borders
member, with Rev. b.- W. BillA. Rowland were held at Martin's First National Dental Association. Trees, Lyn Grove. first: and Erline whether adequate coffer dams Friday and Saturday. March 15-16, two yards of material will be used through tl prospect of a defens- a
ington officiating. Burial followed
Etna Frances could be built to enclose the areas M. 0. Wrather, committee member
and
Almo,
of
School
Burkeen.
Dentistry.
and
Journal.
Monday
Church.
Methodist
Chapel
in the costumes plus hundreds of ive pact w h Sweden and Norway in Martin's Chapel cemetery.
afternoon at 2 dyelock. with Rev, was held Monday evening at 7:00 Williams, Concord- tied for second. temporarily where the construction announced today.
yards of lace, ribbon, braid and
Poetry reading—Brooksie Nell work would have to be done.
and was exhorted by its governH. L. Lax officiating. Interment o'clock at the Irvin Cobb Hetel in
as
is
debated
trimmings,
The question to be
Burkeen. Almo, first; and Josephine
Paducah.
no coffer follows: 'Resolved that the Federal
ago
years
was in the church cemetery.
"Twenty-five
have been active ment to 4se from its/"state of muDurofollowing
and
The
Grove,
Lynn
Crawford.
at_
Approximately 100 guests
dam could have been built at the
ope- in sewing on the costumes: Ida tilation"/ through unity.
Mrs. Rowland, 81, died at her
thy Nell McDaniel. Faxon, tied for Kentucky site at any reasonable government should own and
home in Wiseman, Ark after a tended the dinner, according to Dr. second.
rate the railroads.
Fulkerson, Lute Fooshee, Barbara
fact.
"In
said.
cost." Mr. Prokop
FfYiNS CONCEDE MUCH
few days' illness of pneumonia. Woodfin Hutson, president of the
Extemporaneous speaking—Mere- the cost of coffer dam construction
Schools who will be represented Mammen, Margaret Lawson,..Ode
celewas
After services in Wiseman, the re- society. The occasion
dith Story. Kirksey. first; Thomas would have been so excessive that in the tourney here: Hazel, May- Swann, Celia Miller, Charlotte Tay.
are tremendous physT*ere
through
dinners
similar
mains were removed to the home brated by
Wilkerson. Faxon. second; and Jo- the project would not have been field.
Beelerton, Faxon, Lynn lor. Reba Dunn, Sara Lee Rowland, ical' problems for the Finns as
of her daughter. Mrs. Mary Butter- the entire United States.
Webb, Davis Church. RoseJimmie
Aurora,
Oak,
sephuie Suitor. Almo, third.
Lone
Hardin.
Grove,
feasible. However.
Director to Select Characters for
a result of the treaty which
economically
worth, on the Mayfield Road.
mary Cronk, Dixie Dexter, Lucille
The meetieg was presided over
Radio speaking—Will Frank Steedevelopments Kevil, Bandana, Benton, Wingo,
Motion Picture to be
takes historic Viipuri and the
Berry.
Ann
German,
Nancy
Cap,
Mrs Rowland is survived by by President Hutson of Murray ly, Lynn Grove, first; Barkley Jones, recent progress and
Made Here
science have made Reidland, Tilghman, Heath, Lowes, Mary Gresham, Marion Fletcher, Whole Karelian isthumus into
her husband. George A. Rowland, and one of the principal - speakers Lynn Grove, second; and Nora in engineering
possible a type of coffer dam which Almo, Murray High. Murray Train- Ruth Nall, Martha Beaman. Emma ,Ahe Soviet Union: makes a RusWiseman. Ark ; one daughter, Mrs. was Dr. H. M. McElrath, also of Mae Coleman, Kirksey. third.
has made the building of the Ken- ing School.
The regular weekly meeting of
Sue Gibson. Bradford Smith, Lor- /sian inland lake of Ladoga,
Mary Butterworth; two grandsons. this. city.
In the musicalseassifteation, winEach team will debate four ene Benefield, Evelyn Melvin, Lu- / Europe's greatest; leases Gitucky Dam possible."
the Lions Club was held Tuesday
Myible—Hilson
Boys'
Reginald Butterworth.,MUrray and
were:
oars
follows:
The program
braltar-like Hanko to Russia
night at the Hut. It was unaniThe coffer dam at the Ken.tuckY times Friday. All teams that win cille Barrizer, Marjorie Joiner and
George R. Butterwofth. Detroit,
ers, Lynn Grove. first; Wayne WilIntroductions.
for a naval and military base
mously decided that the entire club
dam consists of enormous cells as many as three debates on Fri- Marjorie Price.
Mich.; two granddaughters. Mrs.
Dr. Duley, secretary, explained son, New Concord, second; and made by driving steel sheet piling day will continue in the tournaand provides Russia with easy
and their wives attend the Charter
Hawyard Bedwell, Almo. third.
Johnnie Walker and Mrs. Martha reason_ for the meeting.
is
team
Norto
a
transit across Finland
night program to be held Tuesday
Girls' solo — Josephine Suitor, through the sand and gravel in the ment Saturday. When
B. Irwin, Murray. H. S. Erwin,
Trip. Misses. Miriam and Mary
and Sweden.
night. March 19, at Benton. at the
down to bedrock. The defeated once Saturday, it is elimway
bed
river
ConNew
Coleman,
HarSue
Safety
first:
Almo.
Erwin.
E.
H.
Mayfield,
-Frances McElfgth and Miss Dorothy
are' inated.
interlocking, and
Must Resettle 450.000 ,
High School gymnasium. The enbor. Fla.. and T. W. Erwin, court- Currier. with Miss Lillian V7atters cord, second; rind Margaret Hughes. cells are
tire group wilt meetat the National
A total of 450.000 evacuated
filled with material dredged out
All debates on Friday will be
Kirksey, third.
ty, are brothers.
as accompanist.
Hotel at 6 o'clock and leave in a
residents from the isthmus and
Girls' trio—Lynn Grove. first; of the river bed to make them judged by judges selected by the
Mrs. Rowland was born in Cal.
of
Years
"One Hundred
will committee. The judges for Saturdam
The Benton club was sponresettled
coffer
be
body.
The
tight.
must
areas
water
Ladoga
third.
Concord,
New
second;
Almo.
loway county, going to Arkansas Progress", Dr. Raymond Roof,
The first day debates will -be selected by
the Lions Club of Murray.
by
stages.
sored
two
in
built
fen
be
provided
and
New
first:
quartet—Almo,
Male
to make her home about 38 years
Deal Is It?", Concord. second; Kirksey, third.
"Whose
Reading,
Fred Shultz. general chairman of
er to Be Selected
now under construction will agreement
taken by
stage
Secretary-Treasur
territory
of
Cession
respective
the
of
Rite.
Dolly
miss
the
of
ago. She was a member
committee
Monday,
at Meeting
Russia and the withdrawal of "We are in the Movies"
Mixed quartet—Almo, first; New enclose an area of about 40 acres coaches.
Methodist church.
anpounced that .the director would
Take-off from stage play "Ros- Concord. second; and Lynn Grove.
h
March 26
Finnish troops will start March
first
the
won
High
LeCenter
arrive Sunday. March 17, and
merle", Bill Cunningham.
15 and end on April 10.
third. '
district championship last year,
would. stazt selecting participants
Essay, "The Professions As I
the
for
over
the
of
Election
turned
be
must
Mixed chorus — New Concord,
Hanko
officers
defeating the Training School in
for the picture Monday afternoon.
See Them", Dr. Disratikes.
County ,'Farm BuCalloway
1940
first; Lynn Grove, second; Almo,
days.
ten
within
the finals.
Anyone desiring to participate in
Solo, Mrs. Phelps Renick, with third.
reau was held in the Court House
The committee in charge Is com- on Saturday, March cie with E. L.
Foreign ..Minister Vaino Tanner, the making of these movies here
Mrs. Greunebaum at the piano.
Scored in the total number of
posed of Mr. Wrather. Murray; W. Kuykendall of the Taylor's Store after a national broadcast to the should notify the general chairman
Address, "Looking Forward," Dr. points in the speech contest was
C. Jetton. Paducah; and K. R. Pat- community, chosen
people, told the foreign press that or drop a line to the Lions Club ta
H. M. MeElrath.
the outcome of the public discusan, esident
terson,
Mayfield.
looking to a defen- once.
which
conversations
tournament
and
debate
sion
sedirectors
of
Was
officers
Sledd
Other
Sister of Mrs. Harry I.
Optometrists Continue Custom
Following are the cast of characwas held here two weeks ago. In
lected for the year, with the com- sive alliance with the two large
Injured in Washington
Examining Eyes of Indigent
ters and anyone who could suggest
that meet, Hazel, Kirksey. and Lynn
munity from which they come, are Scandinavian states, already arJames
Motor Crash
Children in County
a suitable person for any of these
Grove placed first; second and third
as follows: S. W. Askew, vice-pres- ranged but halted by the war, parts is requested to notify the club.
respectively, in the high school pubident and directot, Murray; B. W. would be started soon. The initiaFollowing a custom of some ten
Sledd was called
I.
Harry
Mrs.
GARY OWENS: famous movie
lic discussion group; and Almo.
director,
Edmonds.
Wadesbore; tive in this, he said, came from director, man about 30. good lookyear's standing, the optometrists of
to her home in Prattville, Ala.,
were
ratLynn
Grove
and
Kirksey,
Finland.
Clarence McDaniel. director, LibMurray will accept for examination
of the sudden
leg, dress in Hollywood style.
Reports are today that Elder ed in order in the lower grade pub- Wednesday, because
erty; W. B. Patterson. director of
This issue of the Ledger and
Asked if he thought ..today's
one indigent child each day during
death of her sister, Miss Flora
CAMERAMAN: young mart to
soh of Riley lic discussions.
Miller,
Parker
James
March
Week",
feanew
Hill,
a
director,
Vision
'replied:
will
he
You!'
Marvin
introduce
an
Times
was
interlude.
Concord;
"Save
peace
accompany Gary Owen.
In debating, Almo, Faxon, and Hinton, who died suddenly Tuesday
Hazel. who is seriously
of
Kenreaders
the
director.
to
many
ture
T.
R.
Howard.
answer."
Hazel;
can't
10-16th, according to Dr. 0. C. Miller of
"I
MARY: young lady, shapely and
University Hospital Lynn Grove tied for first place, afternoon.
Wells. Associated State Director- of ill in Temple
He disclosed, however, that this good looking, and good at pantoMiss Hinton, who had been em- tucky's most progressive weekly. Swann. and B. H. Dixon. director
next.
with
improving.
Hazel
is
ranking
Philadelphia
in
The added attraction is a colPublic Health Optometry.
of Brinkley.
"unhappy peace" was made with- mime.
The result of hte county contests ployed for several years by the
Mr. Miller, a graduate of Murray
While this is a custom of long
umn dealing with the war and
The office of secretary-treasurer pet consultation with the army
JOE: young man about 21. should
on the regional pub- Social Security Hoard in Washingno
has
bearing
as
known
well
better
and
College,
of
State
celebration
writEurope
peace situation in
standing in
will be filled at the first meeting command.
be good actor.
lic speaking and music festival to ton, D. C., was injured in an autoten by Dr. F. C Pogue, acting
vision week, it works in admirably an outstanding young minister has be held at Murray State College mobile accident on March 5, but
comedy
of the Beard of Directors which
LIZETTE: a leading
Despite the treaty stipulation for
head of the Social Science Dewith the campaign now being wag- recently accepted the pastorate of later this month.
role, should be played
will be held March 25.
attending physicians had not conratification by the Finnish Diet character
of Murray State Colpartment
ed to bring eve care to the indgent a large church in Philadelphia.
Diof
part.
Board
the
act
elected
can
who
newly
man
The
by
sidered her Injuries Serious.
within three days. Tanner said
Both his mother and his brother,
lege.
children of Calloway County.
EZEKIAL CORNTASSEL: man
rectors has arranged for W. 0.
Hit by a driver going the wrong
Mr. Pogue received his A. B. Parr of Paducah to speak at a this might take two weeks.
A number of children in Callo- Bob Miller, are at his bedside.
about 40. typical comedy farmer.
street in Washone-way
a
on
way
To
stated
Last
Hard
father
Fought
man's
young
in
The
accepted
been
have
county
and
degree
from
Murray State
way
MA CORNTASSEL: played by a
county wide meeting of all farmers
ington, Miss Hinton had received
After the hush of the armistice
his M. A. degree from the Unithe Campaign which has been run- today that his son was suffering
on Fourth Monday, March 25, at at 11 a. m., (3 a. m. Central Stand- man, good comedian.
treatment in a hospital there and
versity of Kentucky. He then
ning for several weeks and others from rheumatic fever and while
FAMILY: ten
CORNTASSEL
1:30 o'clock, according to a statehad notified her family that her
studied in Clark University, ment issued by President Kuyken- ard Time), it became known that children 4 to 10 years.
have made application through his condition was still serious, he
the
about
cuts
of
recovery
to
injuries
road
'consisted
the
on
seemed
of
for
some of the fiercest fighting
Worcester, Massachusetts, where
the County Health Department
SNOWBALL: black face bellhop.
dale__
face and a broken rib. Her unhe was awarded the Ph. D. dethe war took place in the final
this service.
HATTIE: colored .hotel maid.
timely death came as a complete
gree. While a student of Clark,
hours before peace.
Save Your Vision Week is a time Funeral Services for Aged
Should be frisky and plump.
P. T. A. NOTES
BIICHANA-N
surprise.
a
in
Pogue
year
Eurspent
Mr.
set aside that should be of interest
MRS. SMITH: Motherly type,
Citizen Held Wednesday J. E. Littleton, prominent and
Miss Hinton's body will be carope where he gained first hand
to every man, woman and child in
should be good at acting.
successful merchant of Hazel for
be
will
Contest
Old
Fiddler's
An
ried back to her Alabama home. ieformation on the governments
the entire nation. A check up of
MR. SMITH: should be good
BENTON, Ky., March 13—Funer- a number of years, has leased the
held at the Buchanan High School
have not
and diplomacy of the old world.
the eyes will reveal one of two al services for W. B. "Billy" Wilk- Ryan Building, formerly occupied Funeral arrangements
actor.
night.
Saturday
on
auditorium
is
preProf.
admirably
Pogue
things—either that you are blessed erson,
SHIRLEY: little girl about 10.
83, who died at his home in by J. E. Sparks and Company, been ,apnounced.
March 16, at 780 o'clock. Admispared to give an accurate analywith good eyes and comfortable
BILLY: regular boy about 12.
Ky., Sunday night were and will open for business in the
Many
Tom' Wells of
Mr. and Mrs
sion will be 15c and 25c
of
situaand
sis
vision or you have a condition that Richmond,
the
war
peace
JIMMY: young man about 17,
line
a
future
complete
with
near
Burial
Hardin.
was
in
held
today
will
awards
fertilizer
Fifteen
demonstrations
Murray Route 3 upon the birth of good at pantomime.
tion now existing in the Europ- cash and merchandise
demands professional care. Such
of general merchandise.
in the Almo cemetery.
have been started by farm leaders ean countries. We trust that
be made. •
a 9 pound son born March 13.
s checkup would probably be good
Movie Queen Contest: There well
in
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
resLittleton
a
was
former
Mr.
Wilkerson
in
county.
Madison
'
the
is
strain
eye
as
you will enjoy these columns
for everyone
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Greer, Louis- also be a movie queen contest
on this timely subject whcih will
known cause for much discomfort. ident of Hardin. He is survived St. Louis this week 'buying spring
Ten community. meetings have ville, upon the birth of a 5 pound which will be a part of the picture,
appear each week on the editorHelp the nation celebrate "Better by his widow; a , step-daughter, goods for the new store.
Mrs. and all young ladies wishing to entbeen held in Grayson county to son, David, on March 9.
Adair county farmers have put
Mr. Littleton plans to continue
ial page.
Vision Week" by checking your Mrs. Boone Castleberry. of Marstudy the live-at-home program. Greer was before her marriage ter Hie contest are requested to Ale
of
more
in
an
150
order
tons
for
along
Hazel
in
his
operate
to
store
W
and
county,
a
shall
nephew,
eves and bringing some indigent
Miss Laura Frances Morris.
especially larger gardens.
r-their application at once.
superphosphate.
with his new venture.
child under the care he badly needs, H. Perry, of Murray. „
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COUNTY CONTESTS
HELD FOR MUSIC,
SPEECH- EVENTS

rn

5

-THERE OLIVTA

/ I f
ri77N

19 HIGH SCHOOLS
WILL COMPETE IN
DEBATE TOURNEY

S

Students Prepare
Costumes for
Drama

LAW/*

WAR IS ENDED AS
FINLAND BOWS TO
RUSSIAN DEMANDS

Baker
of
Home
Dies at
Here
Brother Near

DENTAL SOCIETY
HOLDS BANQUET

e

Former Resident
Dies in Arkansas

LIONS ANNOUNCE
PLANS FOR MOVIE

OFFICERS ELECTED
I FOR FARM BUREAU

MISS HINTON DIES
AFTER ACCIDENT

VISION WEEK IS
OBSERVED HERE

P5- Miller
Reported Better

tir

New Feature

Hazel Merchant
To Open Store
In Murray Soon

We Congratulate: I
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Murray Route 5

Around Pasdiall
School

Clinic Hospital Notes

I

the sick list at this writing,
Miss Clora Nance was • visitor
of Mrs. Oat Paschall Sunday after.
noon
Friday. March 15 Is "Aunt Jan"Aunt Jennie". we wish a most
happy birthday.
Hutton Byars purchased SOME
corn from Carmon Rogers Last
week.
Rama Sue Morris. I must cernpliment the poem composed by
you in last week's issue of the
Ledgeze# Times. I think it was
very kind of your teacher, Miss
Robbie Erwin. to have it pubtiehed.
Rama Sue is a third grade dudent in Hazel school and Is eight
years of age. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Oche Morris.
Little Misses Annie Jean and
Bobbie Nell Jones attend school at
Lynn Grove. The roads have been
impassable for the bus and caused
the little girls to miss part of
their term together with a number of other children.
Marvin Parks has purchased a
new tractor to begin his 1540
crop. Congratulations, Ms Parks.
J. C. Paschall and Charles Morris sawed wood for Ben Byars
Friday morning,.
Miss Ola Wicker spent last week
with her cousin, Mrs. Elisha Orr.
Of course Valentine day has
gone by for 1940, but lets have a
little poem any way if it is a little
late for this appeals to me very
much:
Valentine
Paint me a picture, artist,
And paint me the picture true;
A g000d old mother with silvery
hair,
The best that you ever knew.
•
With features to me that are perfect
As perfect as perfect can be.
Arid then weave into them a bit
of love
Made -Mine and
MC.

Steele's Store News

Murray Circuit

Well, here I COSTA again, after a
Still gloomy weather, phntbed
week's absence. Theirs has been
R L Lan, Pastor
-burning and gardening is getting
The following pathless were adRev. J. H. Thurman filled his
so many guilts quilted that no one
1 will preach at Lyruz_Grave
behind times, but hope it will clear Mttted to the Keys-Houston Clinat
pulpit
the
in
Oak
appointment
to
time
find
do
anything
can
morning at ,11 o'clock
Sunday
next
up soon.
.
ic Hospital this week:
Grove Church Saturday afternoon
much except quilt.
and at Geshen at '1 p. m.
Lee Vickers is improving slowly I Howard Free, Benton; Mrs. Otis and Sunday morning with good
Sunda" School at Goehen, Lynn
A showier was given in honor of
from an attack of ulcerated stom- Williams. Paris, Tenn.; ..r
n gospel sermons each time. Mrs.
Mrs. Mark Elkins Wednesday after- Grove, Martin's Chapel, and New
ach.
Shackleford, Murray; Little ' es Thurman accompanied him- to the
noon. After the honoree had dis- Hope at 10 a. m.
Mitchell Stom has been sick with Peggy Turner, Murray; Mrs. Paul services.
played her gifts, a plate lunch was
0. A. Johnson, supenntencent at
influenza. Earl Steni is not gain- Geer, leumsselle; Baby bavicj Geer.
The Kentucky Quartet, heard
served.
Martin's Chapel, said last Sunday
ing much.
Louisville; Clarence Woods, Murover Station WHOP, Hopkinsville,
Mrs. Bell Geuirn honored her they had missed four Sundays
Mrs. Myrtie Osbron has IM little ray; Mrs. Edgar Outland, Hazel, is sell in the lead
Their many
daughter, Mrs. Cecil Saylers, with because of the mud, but they are
chicks. Mrs. Edd Norsworthy has Mrs. ()die Steele, Model. Tenn., friends are very proud of their
a shower recently. There were 40 open for services every- Sunday
set four incubators this spring. Perkins Adams, near leynn Grove; standing in song work, and are
present and several others sent He insists that everyone be there
Maybe someone will have chicks Prof. Everett Derryberry, Murray; wishing for them the very best in
gifts. Everyone present reported each Sunday.
Miss Marie Shoemaker. Murray: ihil service. This quartet is cornto eat.'
nice time.
a
Mrs. Annie Harmon and James Guthrie Churchill, Murray; Mrs. posed of One and Jess Key, ChesMrs. Cora Kimbro, Merle KimLee visited Mrs. Bess Linville in Elwood Gordon, Benton; Virgil ter Marine. Rudolph Howard, and
bro, Thula Steele, Bell Geurin,
Wednesday and spent Sunday ni t Smith, Murray; Herbert Johnson. Mrs. Bert Taylor, pianist. On Sunand Pearl Kimbro quilted out four
with Mrs. Odell Orr and children. Maybe-Id; 011ie Sniotherrnan, Hazel: day morning everyone who doesn't
Noah
Kirksey;
Watson.
quilts the past week.
and Mr. Harmon and Mr. Orr spent Charlie
have a radio, rushes around to get
Robbie Steele has been visiting Missionary Group Meets,
she night at the clinic with Leo Williams. Murray Route 2.
to his neighbors who have one to
Mrs. Harley Johnson and Mrs.
Caraway who is still very ill.
Those dismissed this week are as hear thetn.
The Woman's Missionary Society
Lynn Ferguson.
Mr. ana ears. Edgar Guerrin and follows:
held its program last Thursday
Gaylon Billingtore- who has been
you
said
You
Eye!
Pop
:ere',
dinMrs. Add rarris were Sunday
with an all day session. The meetW. D. Martin, Hazel.; Miss Mary ill this winter, is some improved.
h.,(i 200 cabbage plants set out and ing was in observance of Home
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Helen Carson, Murray. Mrs. Otis
Little Georgia Ann Pitman is ill
o.so some onions. Well, you'll
Farris and daughter.
Mission, Prayer Week, and the
Williams; Paris; G. A. Atkins, with a cold.
have to come down here for we
Mr. and Mrs. Orphus Gregan vis- Farmington Route 1; John ShackW. Armstronge Offering.
Annie
Orr
of
Charlie
Mrs.
improved
is
out
set
plants
cabbage
have 200
ited Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Harmon eford.Murray; Little Peggy TurMrs. Grace Wilson was in charge
cold.
a
enough
large
onions
have
we
and
and daughter Sunday.
ner, Murray; Mrs. Edgar Outland,
of the program and directed the
to eat. Just try motoring down
Several farmers in this neighborMrs. Odell Smith and baby 'ne- Havel; prof. Eterett Derryberry,
devotional.
square
ole
"good
a
get
week.
burned
last
hood
plantbeds
and
hare
at
Smith
Herbert
Mrs.
and
Mr
ed
Twelve members were present
Miss Marie Shoemaker,
meal."
including C.- le Orr, Hanzy PasNew Concord from Friday till Mon- Murray;
Mlardy:
each woman took a part on
Noah- Williams, Murrer'
Mrs. Myrtle Steele visited her and
chall. 0. T. Paschall, Rollin Jones,
•'day
Route 2.
the program, the theme of which
mother last week.
Me. and Mrs Garvin Linville and
Othel ehscliall,- and Odie Morris,
Concern—Our ConHerbert Johnson. Mayfield. was
• Gerijea Steele and son, James was "Christ's
baby and Brooks Jackson of BuchFred Ifuniphreys, Ben Byars,
After spending an hour
anan visited Mr. and Mrs. G. E. tented for a concussion of the and Truman Young -were in MurHarold. are reported better at this cern".
at noon in enjoying a lunch and
Linville and Dot Staurday night. brain caused from a fall of six ray Friday on business.
time.
conversation, the group convened
Mr. and Mrs.. L. D. Linville and to eight feet from a load of toBucy
quiltPolly
been
Mrs.
has
Mrs. Era Orr and daughters, Lerfor the afternoon session. The
children were Sunday afternoon bacco at the Outland tobacco bare
ing for the past several days.
lene and Dorothy, Mrs. Grace Pasnumbers onthe afternoon program
Tuesday. Mr. Johnson is employed
guests.
fine
Bucy
a
Loyal
purchased
Mrs. Ola Morris quiltwere, song, "How Firm a FoundaMiss Alice Robertson and Albert with the Sherrill Tobacco Co. of chall. and
cow
recently.
ed a quilt for Miss Willie Orr last
tion"; a number of excellent „talks
Robertsoci visited Mr. end Mrs. J. Mayfield.
•
been
has
Lamb
visiting
Crawford
week while the recipient was at
on different topics; prayers for the
L Grubbs Friday afternoon
II: the home of Roy Scarbrough.
Howard Free. Benton, was treatNice of 'ern, wasn't it
lost in the homeland; hymn, "Semi
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Grubbs were ed for an injured hand received schooL
been
has
Mrs.
Fielder
Faye
closing prayer,
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and while working for the National Willie'
visiting her mother, Mrs. Taylor the Light"; and
+?.
and
Mr
Paschall
Obie
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Turnbow.
Mrs.- J. L Grubbs
Smith.
Administration caused by a daughters. Orene and Wanda. atYouth
•
Mr.. and Mrs. Luther Freeland
John
with
matter
the
What's
saw.
tended chtlieh at Oak Grove SunSociety
and son -spent Sunday afternoon in
Holsapple? We like your pieces Reptant Belealonary
Perkins Adams. Lynn Grove. day. -Miss Orene was a dinner
Whitlock. Tenn
Meets Titesiday
to
continue
would
you
wish
and
Miss Alta Fsits•is. Dot and Frances was treated for an injured hand guest of Mrs. Collins Key. while
•
vette
"""-the Woman's lerissioThe-Tery
the rest of eldr. Paechall's fawn
and Jilobert Kart galled on due to an axe cut Tuesday. .
•Mr. and Mrs. Harley Johnson of the Hazel Baptist Church met
Mreartel- Mrs. Earl Stern and famCharlie Watson. Kirksey. Wes ovmre dinner guests of Mr. and
and son. Darrel Gene. spent Sun- Tuesday afternoon at the church
ily Sunday afternoon.
treated for a broken ankle caused 1Mrs. Delmus Paschall.
J. and held its Rolap Service proMisses Nell and Sue Morris visit- by a fall from a truck.
Odie Morris butchered two more And then when you finish it. day night with Mr. and Mrs.
A. Steele.
ed Miss !Mogen Farris Monday
gram with Mrs. J. IL Hodge in
porkers- last week.
artist
—Topsy
night.
charge.
Mrs. Dallas Lassiter has ,23 hens
Let a touch of the love sublime
NEWS
WHITLOCK
Jerty Norsworthy spent Monday
The meeting opened with the
and they laeed 20 eggs Friday. Light up her face, and then send
night with Ms and Mrs Edd Norsgroup singing "How Finn • FounThat was fine. Maxine.
it
The people of this community
worthy.
dation", and the following proMr. and Mrs, Vester Orr and
To Mother—My Valentine.
Mrs. Nell Norsworthy and son. have been saddened -by the dealt son. Junior. and Mrs. Ophle Pasgram presented:
Training School
Jerry. Misses Earlene. Henrietta of a beloved neighbor. Mrs. Ethel chall of Murray. attended church
Devotional, leader; prayer. Mrs.
I was very sorry to learn of
Training
The meeting of the
and Leal? Stone were guests of Evans. who died March 11. Burial
A. M. Hawley; hymn. "Must Jesus
Oak
at
Sunday.
services
Grove
ELvira,
small
daughter
Mr.
to
of
called
was
and
chapter
F.F.A.
School
whs in Bird's Creek cernetefi:
Mrs.. George Linville Tuesday,
The Rev. J. H. Thurman. to- Mrs Elisha Keys, getting burned order Friday morning by president Bear the Cress Alone". The topic
'sPoop-Deck-Pappy'
Mrs, S. C Huddleston is visiting Nether with the members of Oak Monday.
was "Steadfast in the HomeRalph Gingles.
ineMemphis this week.
"The Early Witness in
,Grove church, regretted very much
Little Illim Virginia Fay Poster
The purebred gilts belonging. to land."
Mason Paschall and family are 61.1.451111; his,- regular appointment spent Sunday night
with Bettie Craig Bretton and Wade Graham the Hoinelehete Mrs. Turnbow:
moving soorrs to their new home ton seeond Sunday in February. Jane
farrowed Friday. March 8. BratLassiter.--Golden Lock.
here whichthey recentiy purchased
ton's choiee farrowed eight nice
The family of Wavel Morris wish teem .',sr and Mrs. Raymond Ball- but because of roads being impigs. -while Graham's choice farpassable he could not be there.
to take this method in' expressing
rowed three.
Several from here attended the
Mr. and Mrs.o. T. Paschall were
p
eheir thanks and appreciation to
Two of the sows belonging to the
the many friends and .neighbors funeral services for Wade Whi(- visitors of air. and Mrs. Marvin
who worked so faithfully with us lock of Paris.. who died a, few days Page Sunday ifternoon,
chapter have been sold to the colMr. Brooks will carry
Patients admitted to the Willem lege farm
Mrs. Hauehtie Bears was an all
during the recent illenes and death ago.
One Morris went to Paris Sat- 1 day guest of Mrs. Ben Byars Wed- Mason Memorial Hospital during Fred Atkins, Paul Bailey. Lloyd
of our dear father anci.eligsband.
Boyd, Vernon Cahoon, John B.
the past week:
eiday on business.
1 nesday.
We wish also to tharile.
Mrs. Phillip Erwin, Murray: Cavitt, Harold Doran. Prentice
Mrs. Cordie Morris and, daugh- 1 Mr. and Mrs. 011ieSmotherman
Dr. Fisher and the hospital staff
ters. Virginia. Frances. and Chris-'and son were in Murray Wednes- Glen Neale. Murray; Edwin Ross. Farris, Harold Gibbe, Harold Housfor services rendered.
ton, Clifford Jones, Bobby LawMay you receive the same lov- tine were Sunday afternoon.veits day. I think ,Wrenn was prospect- Murray: Mary Francis Williams. rence, Buren Richerson. Ben TrevaMurray: George V. King.'Paducah;
ing for a new elle of clothes.
ing kindness in your hour of sor- cars of Mrs. Jensue Bile.
and Mancil Vinson to the colI Mr. and Mrs. .Dallas Lassiter Judge Clopton. Murray; Miss Nora then.
row. is our prayer—Viola Morris
lege farm March 12 for the purpose
It pays to read our Claositieds. and son, Wallace. were Saturday Stewart. Martire • Tenne Miss Thiel- of transferring these two sows, to4
night and Sunday guests of las'melee Brandon, Otter Pond; Mrs. the farrowing quarters there. Thee
and Mrs. Harrell Smothermsm anti Warren Swann. Murray: Mrs. Evan will also arrange farrowing quartGarrett, Murray: Sandra Wash- ers for the other four sows that
n. Mac..
Little Miss Jean Key had her burn, Murray; Lee Ramage. Padu- belong to the chapter.
hand pocket with her at cah: Sid Jones col.). Murray; Mrs.
f• W
The latter part of our meeting
•ri-ch Sunday Which was very he- L. H. Mathis. Benton; N. G. Pace, was used in making the group
Hardin.
eling with her new suit.
picture for the annual.
Patients dismissed during the,
Jimmie Dale Foster. small son Of
By Herman K. Wicker.
' Is and Mrs. James H. Foster was past week:
cost
Mrs.
Dexter;
Arnold,
Richard
. the home of his grandparents.
'1-. and stirs. eemeon .Foster, Sat- Dillie 'Wyatt, Paducah: Mrs. W. L.
Our Repairing Department is.Eq_ualed by Few
Hopkinevele; Mabel Wog,
Cannon.
.day afternoon.
Miss Arlene Cunningham spent
%fr. and Mrs: Cheslie Paschall Belfield. • N. D.; Hal Saunders,
and Excelled by
f the North Fork community Murray: Mary Francis Williams, Saturday night arid Sunday as the
re guests in the home sef....Mr. Murray: Macon Miller, Hazel; Mrs. guest of Misses Anna Lee and
Mrs. Ben Byars Sunday after- , Phillip Erwin, Murray: Mrs. Evan Maud Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brandon and
'Garrett, Murray; India Lou Pryor,
Have your harne,
s repaired before the spring rush.
Here's wishing a rapid, recovery . Arlington; Mrs. Nellie Lowry, little daughter visaed one night rewith Mr. and Mrs. Ben
cently
Hazel;
King.
T.
George
Paducah:
little Miss Loeenia Ann, Jones
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED!
Lynn Grove who has had flu. :3. Smith, Murray; Judge John W. Childress.
Mrs. Henry Louis and Miss Ruby
Mr. and Mrs; J. C. Paschall was Clopton, Murray; Miss Imodell
• the home of Mrs. Paschall's Phillips, Paris. Tenn.; Mrs, F. S. Louis were guests of Mrs. Milburn
e enter Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars,' Weatherford, Hazel; Miss Margue- Holland and Miss Sue Holland
rite Gatten. R. N.. Murray; A. L. Wednesday afternoon.
e week.
Opposite Ledger & Times Office
The following, visitors were enerthur Lassiter sold J. C. Pas- , Ramage. Paducah; Mrs. H L.
Lamkin. Golden Pond: Willy Wit- tertairted in the home of Mr. and
e- see sheets Friday.
Olive Tovrery Sunday: -'Mr.
Mrs.
e. Murray.'
•therman is on - n Kindl
.. • •
and Mrs. Bradley Overby. Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Jones. Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Houston. Mr. and Mrs.
Kora Scott, and Milbtirn Holland.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Childress were Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Childress. Mr. and Mrs. Wylie
Fennel and eons. Charles and
James.
Mrs. Willie Lee spent last week
wieh her father and sister. John
Ross and Miss flee Ross who is
ill but is some improved at this
writing
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lee visited
the latter's grandmother, Mrs. 0.
D. Adams, Sunday.
Mrs. Milburn Holland, Prentice
and Sue Holland. visited over the
5.
weekend with their mother and
grandmother. Mrs. 0. D. Adams.
Mr. sand Mrs. Van Clark were
Sunday afternoon callers of Mr.
'and Mrs. Marvin Houston.
Mrs. Jennie Hopkins, who has
been ill for several weeks, shoves,
very little improvement.
Richard Arnold, son of Mr. arid
Mrs. Harold Arnold, was admitted
to the Mason Hospital the past
week and had his tonsils removed.
Miss Modene Donelson is visiting her sister, Mrs. Everet Dawson,
at this time.—Bitie Eyes.

la

HAZEL NEWS

F. F. A. News

Card of Thanks

•

1

NNNNN6.

"04L

ospital News

were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Marshall.
Eld. and Mrs. Edwin Curd, his
mother, Mrs. Eva Curd, and Miss
Marjorie Hankins were in Mayfield
Sunday to visit Eld. Heflen and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman, of
Paris, were In Hazel Sunday to
visit relatives.
Miller Robertson, Murray. was
in Hazel Monday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell spent
• • 1,0 •
the weekend with their daughter,
Sunbeam Band Hols Program
Mrs. Earl Rogers, and Mr. Rogers
Tenn.
The Sunbeam Band, under the in Somerville,
leadership of Mrs. H. r Neely, met
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman
last week and gave the foeowing of Murray were in Hazel Sunday
program:
to visit Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely.
Miss Avis Brown of Nashville,
Song, "Jesus Loves Me"; Scripof !4i° Nell
veek
ture reading, Mrs. Neely; prayer. Tenn., is, the guest
Mrs. A. M. Hawley: children tak- Ruth Outland thti
Mrs. Grace Wilcox and Mrs.
ing part were Billie Overcast,
St. Louis this
Billie June Jones. Jo Edna Lee, Bonnie Lamb are in
Harand Alice Jane Turner. Other week visiting Mr. and Mrs.
children present were Mildred and mon James.
Audrey Simmons was in MemEdith Herndon, Barbera Nell Outland, Marjorie Wynn, and two phis Monday on business.
Mrs. A. W. Baker of Huntingvisitors, Mrs. Hawley and Mrs.
don. Tenn,, is visiting in the home
Herndon.
The closing prayer was given of her daughter, Mrs. J. E. Littleton, and Mr. Littleton.
by Mrs. Neely.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Miller had
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Milstead and as their visitors Sunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbew were Mr. and Mrs. Tom Smith of PaduParis visitors Sunday afternoon. cah.
Mrs. Jack White and children, of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Younger and
family of Paris were here Saturday Nashville. are guests in the home
and Sunday to visit their grand- of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Barten.and
parents, Mrs. Maude Orr and famdaughter, Beatrice, of Murray,
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Elkins and son were in Hazel Stmday to visit
of the Concord section. were in Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Orr,
Mts. Pearl Outland was admitHazel Monday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Blackburn ted to the Keys-Houston' Clinic
of Paducah were Hazel visitors a Sunday for an operation.
Mrs. Finis Weatherford, who has
few shours Sunday afternoon.
G. E. Freeman of Nashville. been in the Mason Hospital reTenn., was a visitor in Hazel Sun- turned home Tuesday.
C. M. Cole is quite sick at his
day afternoon.
G. E. Freeman, Nashville, Tenn. ho
Mr and Mrs. Marvin Jones, Miss
un ay a ernoon
in aze
v si
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Mrs. Marelle Orr and -Robert Lampkins
Lela Wilson and Miss Eva Perry motored over to Mayfield Monday
were guests of Rev. and Mrs. R. to see "Gone With the. Wind."
Miss Marelle Orr was a Paris
R. Gregory Sunday afternoon.
_Air. and Mrs. J. E. Littleton left visitor last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Denham and
Sunday morning for St. Louis
where they will buy new spring Mr. and Mrs. Macon Erwin motorgoods for the J. E. Littleton and ed over to Mayfield to see "Gone
With the Wind" one day this
Company store.
Mrs. T.,S.' Herron is in Troy. Ill., week.
Mrs. R. M. Vance has been on
for a few days' visit with her
daughter, Miss Ann Herron who the sick list this week.
Charles Wilson and Miss Geneva
is teaching school in that place.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jenkins Hutson were Buchanan visitors
motored over to Paris Sunday and Tuesday... .

"Rome Mission Beginnings," Mrs.
Hazel Jenkins: "Changing Conditions in the Homeland," Mrs. H.
I. eeeely; "The Unchanging Need
ilie•Horneland," Mrs. Grace Wilson; "Southern Baptists Steadiest
in Home Missibbs." Mrs. Hawley;
"Broadcasting the Gospel," Mrs.
Lela Wilson; "Good Neighbors,"
Miss Libbie James; "A Steadfast
Home Base," Mrs. Milstead; hymn,
"I Need Thee Every Hour"; offering and closing prayer, Mrs. MIstead.

Der, Hale.

1

MURRAY MADE HARNESS
ASK NO FAVORS ,
Yet they
the buyer no more.
Large Collars made smaller

BRAUSA

Big 6 Cubic Foot Family Size

Hico News

7

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

The Harness Man

We Predict A Better Year
for Calloway FARMERS.
. .. And an Early Start Means a Good
Harvest.

Good Tools, Machinery, Equip-

ment, and Extra Parts Should Be Installed

Ready For Those Warm Spring Days.

DON'T FORGET to Put Spring INSIDE the HOME Too—New Stove, Pans,
Cooking Utensils, Furniture, Etc.

A. B. Beak &
FARMERS' FRIENDS FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS ...

Lemon Juice Recipe
Checks Rheumatic
Pain Quickly
If you suffer from rheumatic, arthritis or neuritis pain, try this simple inexpensive home recipe that
thousands are using. Get a package of old reliable Ru-Ex Compound
today. Mix it with a quart of water, add the juice of 4 lemons. It's
easy. No trouble at all and pleasant. You need only 2 tablespoonsful
two ernes a day. Often within 48
hours -- sometimes overnight les
splendid results are obtained. If
the pains do not quickly leave and
If you do not feel better. Ru-Ex
will cost you nothing to try as it is
sold under an, absolute money-bark
guarantee We recommend RU-EX
compound.

Wain% Drug

Sensational Value,Low Price with all the
famed Hotpoint quality. All Steel Cabmet. All porcelain Cabinet Interior with

Murray, Ky.

DIUGUID & SON

•
••••

es see.,

reservoir bottom of stain-resistant porcelain enamel. come in today and investigate this remarkable refrigerator buy.
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THE LEIMER

.

ciety met recently at the home of Melugin, Mr. and Mrs. eGorge WI!Moss, Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. 'FreMrs. Lona Clark. A very interest- Melugin, Mr. and Mrs. George WilPace, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pace,
i
man
PHONE 247,.PLEASE
MRS HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
ing Royal Service program was Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Melugin, Mrs.
Miss Emma Jean Boggess, Richard
given.
Cora Langston, Mrs. Ora Irvan,
Boggess, Miss Willie Mae Short.
Friday, March 15
Irvan.
Clyde Hendon, and Miss Nelle
The subject for discussion was and Miss Virginia
• ••• •
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Mrs. Carlisle "The Commission to Carry on
Pace.
• • • • .5
Cutchin, Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, and Evangelization."
The devotional Missionary Society Meets
Mrs.' F. D. Mellen will entertain was given by Mrs. Lana Clark:
With Mrs. Reeder
Eisselion Mass Meets
Cutchin
from
at the home of Mrs.
Monday Evening
song. "I Love to Tell the Story".
Mrs. W. M. Reeder opened her
honoring
Mrs.
with
a
tea
3
to
5
Those taking part on the program
C
home Tuesday afternoon for the
Mrs. John Whitnel and Mrs. Bur- G. B. Pennebaker.
DeSbert
were
Mrs.
Mrs.
Clark,
•
regular meeting of the Missionary
gess Parker, Jr., were hostesses
Hale, Mrs. Herman Futrell, Mrs.
Monday evening at the home of the
Monday March 18
Society of the First Christian
COM, for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Alvin Futrell, and Mrs. Lubie Hale.
meeting of
for
the
regular
former
Church. Co-hostesses were Mrs.
The Book Group of the AAUW
afternoon each week,
Members of the society and one
the Euzclian Sunday School class will meet with Mrs. Rob Mason
C. H. Redden, Mrs. H. B. Bailey,
visitor. Mrs. Owen, were present.
of the First Baptist church. '
and Mrs. Ray Maddox.
in the reception room of Dr. R.
• •
• •
to
needleThe
hours
were
devoted
o'clock.
Mrs. A. V. Havens presided over
M. Mason's office, at 7:30
Martha Lee Pennebaker
rie Churchill sang a lovely nutnber
Meets
Saturday Bridge Club
the business session and Mrs. W. J.
appropriate to the occasion, and work following a short devotional
/s Given Party
With Mrs. Wallis
Gibson was program leader. After
during the social hour entertained period conducted by Mrs. Barber
Mrs. H. M. Fulton will be hostess
Hazel Hood entertained with a the guests with several selections. McElrath.
to the Monday afternoon bridge
Mrs. Gingles Wallis was hostess the impressive devotional exefDainty refreshments were served club.
luncheon Saturday at the home of
Saturday afternoon to her bridge cises led by Mrs. Reeder, an inA salad plate was served to the to the 17 members present.
Hall
*
or parents. Mr. and Mrs.
teresting discussion on "A World
club.
seventeen members present.
Tuesday, March 19
ood, in honor of Martha Lee Pen•• • •
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk was award- Without War" was given by Mrs.
Meeting
Joint
P.
-T.
A.
Methodist
the
ebaker who will sleave soon for "Uncle Charlie'
No.
II
of
Circle
James Overbey. Mrs. Havens pre, Smith Honored
ed the prize for high score.
Is Postponed
Missionary Society will meet at
MOreliestILICs io-Make her home.
On Eightieth Birthday
A party plate was served at the sented a paper on "Freedom In
A two course luncheon was serv2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. conclusion of the game.
Education."
Miss Jane Reeder enOnly
The joint meeting of the Murrayed at a beautifully appointed table
William Purdom.
"Uncle Charlie" Smith, as he is
tertained with a piano solo.
members were present.
with a centerpiece of spring flow- known to his many friends, waS Hazel-Lynn Grove Parent-Teacher.
• •.• s
Circle 'No. 1 of the Methodist
There was a large attendance.
ers. In the afternoon bunco and 81L years old on March 8, and was Associations which was to have Missionary Society will meet with
A salad course was served during
other games were enjoyed by the honored guest at several dinners been held on March 19, has been Mrs. Jess Sexton at 2:30 o'clock Children Of The Confederacy
postponed
until
April
3
at
3
o'clock
Meet
Saturday
the
'social hour.
who are schoelmates of the in celebration of the occasion.
with Mrs. Burnett Warterfield and
at the Lynn Grove school.
h6noree.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
evening
Miss
Leah
Williams
was
hostess
On Friday
Mrs. Parker Entertains Club
Members of the Murray P.-T. A. Mrs. Albert Lassiter assisting.
Those present were Martha Lee Luther Robertson were hosts at 6
Circle Nos III of the Methodist Saturday afternoon for the reguPennebaker. Jeanette Farmer, June o'clock dinner in honor of Mr. are urged to meet at 2 o'clock at Missionary Society will meet at lar meeting of the Murray ChapMrs. Johnnie PIrker was hostess
Robertson, Naomi Lee Whitnell, Smith. Covers were laid for Mr. the high school on the afternoon of 2:30 at the home of Mrs. E. P. ter, Children of the Confederacy. this week to the Tuesday morning
Bobs Stewart, Martha Jean Doran, and Mrs. C. L. Smith, the Rev. and April 3 for a business session before Phillips on North Fourth Street,
The business session was con- bridge club.
Claire Doran, Mary Jane Kennedy, Mrs. J. Meek Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. going to Lynn Grove for the reguducted by the chairman, Miss
Mrs. Joe Houston received the
Nancy Dolly ,Wolfson, Joanne Far- C. C. Farmer and shtv. ,snd Mrs. lar meeting. Transportation from
The Music Club will meet at Nancy Mellen. Miss Jane Rob- high score prize and Mrs. Charles
Murray nigh to Lynn Grove will
ris, Jean Butterwortts and Hazel Robertson.
7:30 at the home of Mrs. James erts talked of the few remaining Sexton the travel prize, be arranged.
Hood.
veterans in
KenMrs C. C. Farmer and Mrs A G
H. Richmond with Mrs. Richmond, Confederate
Refreshments were served to
Hughes served a delicious dinner Birthday *Club Meets
Mrs. - Derryberry and Miss Ola tucky ,and the importance of keep- members and one guest, Mrs. Max
Mrs. Diuguid Celebrates
his home on Saturday evening
ing alive the spirit of these veter- Churchill.
at
Churchill's
hOstesses.
At
Mrs.
Brock
Eighty-fifth Birthday
in honor of Mr. Smith.
ans. Miss Mellen'led a discussion
Members of the Birthday Club
Completing the series in celebraWednesday. March 20
of the Natchez Pilgrimage, and Mettle Belle Hays Circle
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Sr., was honthe
oyster
entertained
at
dinner
Williams
chapter
of
Saturday evThe J. N.
showed pictures of many of the
oree on Saturday afternoon when tion of the occasion was
Meets Monday
neighborhood friends met at her dinner which was served Sunday ening it the home of Mrs. Ronald the UDC ,,ill meet at 2:30 o'clock lovely homes to be visited.
the
Churchill
in
honor
Smith
by
of
the
birthdays
of
Mr.
the
home
Mrs.
Wesley
Walat
at
the
home
of
A dainty party plate emphasizMiss Gracie Nell Jones, Miss
.horrie for a surprise party op her
eighty-fifth birthday. Sharing hon- ladies of the Murray Garment com- of Miss Estelle Houston and Mrs. drop, with Mrs. Fred Gingles and ing the St. Patrick motif was Lucy Lee, and Mrs. Hub Dunn
ors with Mrs. Diuguid was Mrs. Ed pany, with whom he was formerly Robert S. Jones. A delectable Mrs. Luther Jackson assisting Mrs. served to Mrs. James Overby, were hosts to the March meeting
menu was served at small tables in Waldrop as hostesses. All mem- sponsor of the Murray Chapter, of the Mattie belle Hays Circle
Filbeck whose birthday falls on the associated in business.
"Uncle Charlie" was born and the living room.
• seven members and three guests. meeting Monday evening at the
bers are urged to be present.
same date.
reared in Savannah, Tenn.. and
• .• •
The honorees were recipients of
home of Miss Jones.
Lovely gifts were presented On came to Murray to reside 32 years
gifts
from
the
members.
Mr. And MVP'Adams
honorees, and a delightful informal ago. He has made a host of friends
program was
An interesting
Those
present
were
Miss
Houston,
Are Hosts
afternoon was spent.
planned by Mrs. Garnett Jones.
here_ whp wish for him many more tars
Sledd,
blue
Refreshments Were served to happy birthdays.
The subject was "Living CreativeGarnett Jones, Mrs. Roy Farmer, ories.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Adams had
Mrs. Diuguld, Mrs. Filbeck, Mrs.
ly" and the life of Isabella -ThoMrs.
Waylon
Rayburn,
Mrs.
Thornguests
for
rook
at
their
home
cerethe
Sr.
Miss
Mary
Immediately
following
Vernon Stubblefield,
burn. a creative wen ker, was
Mr. Sam Pate Celebrates
as Banks, Jr., Mrs. Gingles Wallis,
Shipley, Mrs. Joe Ryan, Mrs. George
the bride's parents enter- Thursday evening. A dainty re- studied.- Those who contributed
Sixty-Sixth Birthday
Mrs. John Farmer, Mrs. John Whit- mony
Gatlin. Mrs. Crossland Overby,
with a reception .1:ignoring freshment plate was served.
tained
the study were Miss Ruby
nell. Mrs. Burgess Parker, Jr., Mrs.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. to
Mrs. Will H. Whitnell, Mrs.'Ed
the bridal party.
Smith, Mrs. John Overby,. and
On Sunday, March 10, friends J. B. Wilson and
Mrs.
Ronald
W.
3:
-Gibson.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Garnett
Frank Kirk, Mrs. F. B. Outland, and relatives gathered at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Holland will make
Miss Frances Sexton. The bible
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Reeder,
Mrs. Chesley Butterworth and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pace to cele- Churchill
their home' in Eddyville.
study was the book of Galatians
•
•
•
•
•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boyd
Gilbert,
Mrs.
Katherine Kirk.
with Mrs. Jones leading the oral
brate Mr. Pace's sixty-sixth birth- Miss Opal McClure Weds
Foreman Graham and the hosts.
MacDowell Music Club Met
discussion.
day.
Porter Lee Holland
• • •••
Wear-Helm Class
Afternoon
Saturday
Twenty-two members enjoyed
At the noon hour a delightful
Mrs. Melugln's Eighty-Seventh
Holds Meeting
A wedding of much interest to
the lovely refreshments served
dinner was served.
.Misses Eleanore Hire, Martha
Birthdayday
Is
Celebrated
their
many
friends
was
that of
during the social hour. Mrs. Catus
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
The Wear-Helm class of the First
Lou Guier and Imogene Bailey
Christian church met Friday even- John Pace, East St_ Louis, Ill., Mr. Miss Opal McClure, daughter of were hostesses Saturday afternoon
The eighty-seventh birthday of Butterworth and Mrs. Calista Buting nt the home of Mrs. C. H. and Mrs. Tommy Cathey, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Sanford McClure, to at the Hire home to the MacDowell Mrs. Sara Jane' Melugin was the terworth Jones were guests.
• • • • •
Moore. Assisting in the .hostess Mr. and Mrs. Dow Clark, Mrs. Mr. Porter Lee Holland of Eddy- Music Club.
occasion Tuesday for a family dinduties were Mrs. Otis Churchill, Paul Johnson. Paducah, Mrs. Leon ville, ^Ky., which was solemnized
The following program was pre- ner at the home of Mrs. Ora Irvari, Mr. and Mrs. Todd Honored
With Shower
Mrs. C. H. Redden, Mrs. Mayme Roberts, Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. February seventeenth at 6 o'clock. sented:
where Mrs. Melugin makes her
The single ring ceremony was
Randolph, Mrs. Osier Graham, Mrs. Fred Hart, Marion, Ill., Mr. and
Paper. Composers of Etudes, home. The only absent member
Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Todd entersaid
by
Rev.
Lloyd Wilson before Eleanore Hire.
B. G. Humphries, Miss Lula Hol- Mrs. Clinton Burchett, Mr. and
of the immediate family_ was her tained at their home Saturday aftland, Mrs. Everett Jones, Mrs. Lon Mrs. Lee Burohett, Mr. and Mrs. a small group of intimate friends.
Etude, Heller, Mary Frances Mc- son, Edgar Melugin, who makes ernoon. March 9th, with a houselisay. and Mrs. Weatherly.
M. V. Boggess and Sherwin, Mr. Miss Hazel Parker, Miss Myrtis Elrath.
his home in Arizona. Mrs. Melu- hold shower honoring Mr. and Mrs.
Etude, Heller, Virginia Nell Wil- gin was presented many lovely Abe Todd.
An Easter program ,was presented and Mrs. Howell Tucker and McClure and Talmadge Tutt were
their
attendants.
TuckMrs.
Virdon
Mr.
and
Gerald.
with Mrs. Churchill, Miss Holland
gifts in honor of the occasion, and
A beautiful assortment of gifts
The bride, who is a lovely blond, ford
Ezerny, Marion Treon.
Etude,
t
snd Mrs. Redden taking part. Guth- er and Jerry Don, Mrs. Caskey
a delightful, informal day was were presented the honorees. FolEtude, Black Key, Chopin, Elea- spent.
lowing an informal afternoon denore •Hire.
Those present were Mrs. Sara lightful refreshments were served
Longing, vocal solo, Mayme Ry- Jane Melugin, Mr. and Mrs. John to the following guests:
an, accompanied by Frances Sledd. Melugin, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh MeluMesdames Ova Jones, Lucy Lee
a - gin. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melu- McReynolds, Lois Camp, Ola MurTwo PartInvention, Bach, Fers
ceTw
s S
gin, Miss Kate Melugin, Miss Jane dock, Jennie Shankle, Hattie CochMusical Curient_Events, Joanne

Social Calendar
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Geneva
visitors

•

• ed Fulton..
Contest

. 51

Selections: Two Part Invention, Bach; Sherzo, Beethoven,
Jane Morris, Marjorie Fooshee and,
Virginia Jones.
A social hour followed during
which the hostesses served a dainty
salad plate.

THE SHOE WITH THE MAGIC SOLE
AS ADVERTISED

"LIFE
SPEAKING
OF
PICTURES
... picture yourself in our new Air Steps

$iith the covered-up look — a perfect
accessory for your covered-up dress.
. . picture the smart effect you can
get with any spring ensemble you select,
by mating with it Air Steps spat types,
elasticised styles, patent-and combinations or elegantly simple pumps.
... and picture yourself walking with
that "how-young-l-am" lilt in your step
on Air Step's Magic Sole ... the aerolastic cushion that keeps your foot from
jars and jolts and makes you "Fresh at
Five".

Stet,
popelar
Dor most tspes in bright•
of
One
higloridins
Other dressy
stsles. combinations,
atel-dull
opeeed-itp.
or

$600
and up
Typica/ of
/he
simple
Smooth
Stepp. AIsmartness of elegance and
our new
any
such
herb; or
.4ir
type% wit
low.
li high

WC('-

i yes-

SEE THIS WEEK'S ISSUE OF
LIFE FOR OTHER AIR STEP
STYLES-IN COLOR...

buy.

ADA MS

BROWNBILT SHOO STORE

IN

ne 13

la

Faugh-Adams Marriage
Is Announced
A marirage of interest to their
many friends was that of Miss
Elizabeth Faughn to C. W. Adams.
The ceremony was quietly soleirmized on the evening of December
16, 1939. at 7 o'clock by Judge
John D. Hall in the Benton courthouse.
The bride is the attractive
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. F.
Faughn of Benton Route 5, and

the groom is the son of Mrs. 0.
D. Adams of Hardin Route I.
The only attendants were , Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Jones.
•••• •
Missionary Union To Hold
quarterly Meeting
The Woman's Missionary Union
of the Blood River Association will
hold its quarterly meeting Thursday, March 21, at the Hazel Baptist Church, with Miss Bettye
Miller present.
•• • • •
Delta Kappa Gamma Holds
Luncheon-Initiation
The Delta Kappa Gamma, national honorary professional society, held a luncheon-initiation at
National
Hotel, Saturday,
the
March _9, at which Kentucky's
Gamma chapter was organized.
Miss Lillian Logan. Louisville,
Delta Kappa
state president of
Gamma, Miss Alice Keys and Miss
Clara Rimmer,. state founders in
Kentucky', and Miss Vera' Beckham. Clinton, state member, conducted the initiation.
The initiates were Miss Rose
Mary Code??, Miss Evelyn Linn,
Miss Roberta Whitnah, Miss Beatrice Frye, Dr. Floy Robbins, Miss
Ruth Dunn, Paducah. Miss Betty
Croft, Clinton, Miss Lula Clayton
Beale, Miss Margaret Graves, Miss
Ruth Sexton. lica-Cleo Gillis Hester, Mrs. Daisy Hinkle Garton,
(Society Continued on Page ID

A Perfect Gift for

Cut Flowers
Pot Plants

MRS. A. 0. WOODS

NORTH 4th ST.

PHOISf 188-J

pllvi.py14

Garden Club Meets
With Mrs, Corn
Mrs. H. C. Corn opened her home
Thursday afternoon for the regular
meeting of the Garden Club. Cohostesses with Mrs. Corn were Mrs.
J. B. Wilson, Mrs. George M. Bakar and Mrs. Wells Overby. The
spacious rooms held bouquets of
sweet peas and other spring flowers as decoration.
Mrs. Fred Gingles conducted the
routine busineSs session following
which a program on "Annuals"
was given. Mrs. W. M. Purdom
gave excerpts from "The Log of the
Practcal Gardener"' and "The Gardener's Scrapbook"'s and Mrs'. G. B.
Scott discussed "Annuals We Should
Grow".
A party plate was served during
the social hour to members and on&
additional guest, Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell
of Long Beach, Calif.
•••••
Shower Compliments
Mrs. Youngerman

"Easter egg" colors you'll love in these pretty
young frocks.

'Prices to suit every pocketbook!

Mrs. F. B. Outland was hostess
at her home Thursday evening at
a surprise miscellaneous shower in
compliment to Mrs. Al Youngerman who, before her marriage on s-7•;ss
February 24, was Miss Gertrude
Outland.
Ccestests- were enjoyed during the
evening. As the strains of the wedding march were played by Mrs.
R. M. Mason, the honoree was presented with a lovely assortment of
gifts.
A dainty party plate was served
by the hostess to Mrs. Youngerman,
Mrs. Noel Melugin, Mrs. A. G. Outland, Mrs. Louise Underwood, Mrs.
Max Churchill, Miss Mary Lou
Outland, Mrs. R. M. Mason, Mrs.
Willard Davidson, Mrs. Jabe Outland, Miss Mayrelle Johnson, Mrs.
Frank HOlcomb, Mrs. Curt Purdom,
Mrs. L. D. Outland. Miss Margaret
Purdom, Mrs. H. L. Dunn, Miss
Geneva Outland, Mrs. Ora Lee
Dunn, Mrs. Cliff Doran, Mrs. Everett Ward Outland, Mrs. Pogue
Outland, Mrs. W. F. Bates, Mrs.
Beale Outland, Mrs. W. C. Outland,
and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard.
Those sending gifts were Mrs. J.
B. Brown, Mrs. Bun Outland, Mrs.
Viron Beard, Mrs. Goldie Orr, Mrs.
Porter White. Mrs. Jack Gardner
of Bardwell, Mrs. Bert Purdom and
Mrs. E. H. Hodge.

The Ladies of the Elm Grove
Missionary Society met at the
home of Mrs. Jake Outland last
Wednesday for the purpose of observing the "Day of Prayer".
A bountiful dinner was served at
the noon hour and an interesting
and instructive meeting was reported.
Fourteen were present.
The Elm Grove Missionary So-

W.1

5pring's Winning Types! Wonderful in their
fresh,; spring-i.-here colorings. New and Lovely
with 'tiny waists, fuller skirts, braid, pockets. All
new as they are effective. Colors for everyone . . .
but better shop early!

Bright touches that make
all the difference to your
Easter costume!

Charm-

ing, colorful accents that
will net you compliments
galore ... cost you amazingly little! All new, unusual ... grand for Easter
giving!

Suits - Charming Figure-Moulding
Coats - Demure and Military
Hats - Gay, Perky as Spring!
Hosiery, Accessories

Elm Grove Missionary society
Holds Meeting Wednesday

U.

ran, Velma Black, Rhoda Stone,
Florence Dunaway, Lucille West,
Doublin,
Bessie Paschall, Wilma
Gertie West, Maud Todd, Lela Lassiter, Marie Todd. Misses Faye
Paschall. Velma Stone, Misses Faye
Katherine Jones, Ella Armstrong,
Sue Waters; 44)ette----Larietes.,
Faye Todd, Emma Lee Rogers,
Messrs. Arthur Todd. Will Doublin,
Vester Todd, Abe Todd, Dean Lassiter, Hafford McReynolds, Paul
Wes Cochran. Ural Todd, Jimmie
Doublin, and Larry Keith Lassiter
Those sending gifts were: Mrs.
Maude Wilson. Mrs. Rupayne Morton, Mrs. Rubye Todd, Mr. and Mrs.
Bauzie Cochrum, Mr. and
Mrs.
Troy Trousdale, Alberta
Jean
Trousdale, Mrs. May Armstrong.
Mrs. Jessie Morris, Mrs. Odell
Suggs, Mrs. Eva Cole, Mrs. Virgie
Simmons, Mrs. Melvina Johnson,
Mrs. Ida Cunningham, Mrs. Voline
Youngue, Mrs. Necie West, Frank
West, Mr. and Mrs. Mackon Trousdale, Mrs. Jewel Guthrie, and Roy
West.

Costume Jewelry

GLADYS SCOTT'S
— East Side of Court Square
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Murray's Big Day

Power Farming
To Be Theme of
Two Free Movies

is condemned to a life of darkm.ss."
$TROOP NO. 46
This has referenee to the naortunate accident which
occurred in the laboratory at the Training School a few
Murray .
weeks ago. At the time -of the regretable iloPPeniog,we
Scout
gave a full front page story to the event. -.
News Sound movies showing Interesting
This is the second anonymous letter we have received
dealing with this affair, the first, received some two weeks
Ralph Wear, S. M. and highly instructive methods of
power farming will be shown,
ago. we printed in full on the editorial_ page. We shall
through the courtesy of Sexton
be very glad to accept and turn over to Prof. E. J. Hortin,
Brothers lierdware Company, at
as suggested in the first letter, or to anyone designated Members of Treats No. 45 are Lynn
Grove High School on Monurged to bring their dues up to
as treasurer of such a fund, any and all donations coining' eete
day
evening, March 18th, and at
wittun the next two weeks
evto our office. •
as April 1 is the date set for regis- Hazel High School on Tuesday
Maa•ch 19th.
We beliexe, however, that the writer of these letters terms ter the next Scout year. ening,
These movie showings will be
should reveal his identity, as anonymous letters are not , Scoutmaster Ralph Wear urges all free and in additiou to the farming
buys to be preseot for the next pictures entertainment, in the form
very forceful, and are sometimes confusing. As a matter three
meetings that the regisof fact, the policy of practically all newspapers precludes tiation nay be completed and of music, and prizes will be given
on each occasion.
the printing or publicizing of--unsigned letters, unless the plans discussed for the new 'year. The public is urged to take adidentity of the author is, by some means, known to the
Monday, March 3
vantage of this unusual opportuniMembers of Troop 45 enjoyed a' ty to see big scale and power fanneditor.

The Ledger and Times desires to commend the Mayor
and City Council upon the decision to assist in making Murray's big *annual trade day, Fourth Slonday in March, the
biggest the town has yet experienced.
The plans of the City Officials to award appropriate
prizes to-various types of farm animals will unquestionably
Press Opinion
add to the size of-the crowd and the enthusiasm of the
traders on this traditional_ day. Also, the courtesy olf exGOOD REPRESENTATTON
tending the priviltges of the Court-square to those Who
;there's no question that there is good representatidn
would vie with neighbors and friends in getting the best
in the Kentucky General Assembly—for private utilities
end of the "swap" is a consideration past due.
_
_
During the past few years, the increased demand for companies.
Henry Ward's bill to permit Kentucky cities to conbusiness and residential buildings, has gradually taken
up the ,vacant, lots and almost eliminated the olif-Ntilp- tract for TVA Power was beaten in the House Tuesday,
Kentuckians stood to benefit
ping ring as -we knew it in years past. Thus, the old 53 to 27. That ,3500,000
trading spot, at Third -and Walnut. is inadequate at from the bill-was insufficient to counterbalance the tender
present to accommodate the ordinary -trade day -crowd regard held by the legislators for the private utilities
and of course doesn't even approach dimensions sufficient companies.
Apparently Ward had good reason to believe that
to accommodate the great throng of horsemen coming to
public service commission had much to do with
state
the
_
March.
Monday
in
Fourth
town on
• County officers. business men,' and all Murray citi- beating the bill, which would have empowerd any city to
the proceeds from
4en.s join theCity officials in extending a sincere invitation build muni,cipal utilities plants with
charged
the
commission was
issues.
He
bond
revenue
and
woman
and
'child
to
bring
your
mules,
horsto every man,
_ es .and dogs, or what-have-you and occupy the Court created "because the private utilities wanted it. They admitted as much to me. They wanted it because it was
Square for a dab'.
easier
to negotiate with three men here in Frankfort than
exercising
prqper
regard
and due
With - everyene
respect for the rights and privilege's of others, this Fourth with boards.jn each city."
well. They have consistently opposed the exMonday in March promises to be a memoraIsle day with gotiating"-well.
_ _They _ha.ce,consistently opposed the e7i-fa-tine
Toormal benefit _and pleas:lire idler
euerhene telltrs.:ref
utilities from regulation by the sate
city-owned
emption
of
establish .a custom that will be continued at this season of
commission. Yet even when Ward consented to an amendthe year in-the future.
ment to his bill to bring city plants under the same regulatory proVisions, the companies' legislative friends defeated
We Shall Be Glad to-Help
the bill.
1.
It is illogical for a legislative group, or any other, to
to
We are inreceipt of an onsigned letter addressed
say that communities may not take steps to obtain utilities
Editors of _Murray Papers, which contains the following service as cheaply as possibly by setting up their own
paragraph: "I am not going to try to tell you about the plants. It is disgraceful that the General Assembly should
case because I can't even recall the name of the boy, but listen to so illogical an exhortation. Let the companies not
Paducah put on all sorts Of drives for the boy'that gt assume the matter is settled. By this action they have s
hurt playing football and Memphis helped him out. rificed goodwill which they badly need—and there will
Memphis is at present putting on ,a Successful drive far be another day in the Legislature.—Paducah Sun-Demothe little girl who could never have known the differ- crat. Paducah.
ence). This boy is seventeen years old and has known
all of life that a boy of that age might be supposed to
THE SPILLWAY
kno.w and now unless everything is done that can be he

talk on -Fishing and How to Fish"
by Rev. J. Mack Jenkins at our
regular scout meeting. The main
points stressed were fly, bait, and
cork fishing.
Saturday, March 9
Several members of the troop
went, OnelTfteresting hikes to - different sections of the county. •
Monday, March 11
In the absence of Scoutmaster
Ralph Wear, Eagle Scout Fred
Wells took charge of the meeting
under the supervision of Assistant
Scoutmaster Denver Erwin.
We had several drill exercises
and *discussed marching when the
weather' permitted. Plans were
also started for the organization
of a Senior Patrol for the advanced members of the troop.
_Every Scout is urged to be present Monday night at 7 o'clock for
the regular weekly meeting pf the
troop.
Maurice Evans, Scribe

Price Reduction Is
Announced „by irm
On Electric Gos
Reduction in prices of General
refrigerators
was anElectric
nounced here this week by Ed
Frank Kirk of E. S. Diuguid &
Son Furniture Company.
"Material price reductions are
being made in keeping with the
tremendous volume of sales which
allows costs to be lowered materially without any sacrifice of qual-

As atiaexam-ple- a full 62 cubic
foot family-size
refrigerator is
now beisig offered at $112.75, delivered in Murray", Mr. Kirk explained, adding that this made GE
as cheap, or cheaper, than the socalled mail order house refrigerators.
The new "air conditioned" modBY WAYLON
els are now on display at the DiuToday marks the end of the 1940 possess a Federal license. Vigor- gold show rooms.
regular session of the Kentucky ous protests against this bill are
Mrs. Mike Farmer and Mrs. Dan
General Assembly. The official being made by the officials of the
States of Tennessee and Indiana in Hart have returned from St. Louis
record. the House and Senate Journ- addition to that of representatives
where they did the spring buying
als, will show that the LegislaSure of the League of State Govern- for Farmer & Hart Shop.
adsourned sine -die tonight .a few ments, as result of which Governor
minutes before 12:00 o'clock. bue-mOrYbintson is expected to veto the
the--usual custom is followed, the measure.
ling clocks hanging over the main
-entrance of the respective Houses
Even though law makers ere
will be stopped a few minutes be- leaving the capitol city, Frankfort
fore midnight and the session will will continue to be of particular
be continued 'til dawn.: The last State interest as Governor Johnson
session is devoted to the passage of is expected to deal out numerous
last minute "pet" measures between political appointments in the next
goodbye orations by various mem- few weeks. The Governor hasn't
hers. This last meeting is a sort of made any appointment since aslove-feast when all bitterness that suming office except that - of .1.
...is been engendered in heated de- Lyter Donaldson, his state campaign
•.,aes during the 60 day meeting chairman, to jo`b of state Highway
-. forgiven and forgotten, and the Commissioner, a post vacated
eembers pledge an undyinegefriead- '
,Bob Humphries who resigned to
hip for each 'other..
Mebecome chief clerk - of
Senat.
.
'
- 'day isno
lessi66
tely —eniting
"
ilt cOemps.e
void of I With expected changes. in State
•,od work, for many construlive jobs. the Congressional election, a
. esees of legislation have been en- possible race for the U. S. Senate
--steel.- into law, along with some- seat held by the late M. M. Logan,
sad according to the spillway's in- and occupied at present by former
eepretation. To us the most ob- Governor A, B. Chandler, by ap..exieus bill passed is the one pro- 'pointment. and the election of a
• .ding for the licensing of whole- President of the United States. this
'le liquor dealers to sell the spir- year promises a real treat in that
.- os persons residing an dry thrilling past time, "the great game
. • e c,s of other, states if they of politics.'

1

ANNOUNCEMENT!
THERE WAS A REVISION or THE AUTOMOBILE,CASUALTY MANUAL PUBLISHED UNDER DATE OF -MARCH
11. 1940. WHICH INCLUDED NUMEROUS' CHANGES AND
RATE REDUCTIONS ON CERTAIN CLASSES INVOLVING
POLKIES COVETING BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY
DAMAGE L:AEILITY INSURANCE DECOVING EFFECTIVE
ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1. 1940.
•
.
ALL SUCH POLICIES

ISSUED BY THIS AGENCY THAT
RATE REDUCTION BY REASON
OF THIS REVISION WILL BE ENDORSED AND RETURN
PREMIL'M ALLGWED ACCORDINGLY.
ARE

ENTITLED

TO ANY

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331
Fire

Gatlin Bldg.
:

Casualty

:

Bonding

ing shown through the medium of
sound pictures.

HUNT SPEAKS ON
'TOBACCO METHODS.

1

FOR EASTER
i GIVE FLOWERS
1i. . .

NEW FLOORS OF RUBBER

I

ang,h,

From Our Files
Construction of the additional
building facilities to Murray High
School was ordered by the Murray
Board of Education at a meeting
here last Friday night. The project
was endorsed by the citizens of the
district last year when a bond issue
to pay for the improvements was
passed by a large vote.
The board ordered the successful
bidder, the P. B. McChesney company, Bowling Green, to begin work
as soon as practical and it is expected that actual construction will
get under way not later than
April lit.

Cooking School to
Be Sponsored by
Hot Point Dealer

Kentucky's 1929 tobacco crop totaled approximately 372,000,000
pounds, which sold for $67,424,000.
Figures compiled today in the --office of Newton Bright, state sec- .•
retary of agriculture, show that
the 1929 crop was approximately A
100,000 pounds greater than t
'
i.
1928 crop but that it sold for abo
$11,400,000 under last year's output.
The decrease in price received
for the crop this year is attributed
by Commissioner Bright to the low
grade of tobacco offered.

THE PUBLIC VOICE'

Not Everjbody. in
Callorva.y county sub.
toribes to the Ledger
& Tin:es-hot nearly
everybody reads itt,

mar Drown

IORTUNIE SHOES

Graham & Jackson

He's Happy
and
Healthy!

SUGGESTIONS:

- Child
Waishburn
Called Sunday

.. . and He Drinks
a Quart of

Faxon High School

1
1

Murray Lumber Co,

MURRAY
FLORIST SHOP Il

„Ca-ter.th
MILK OERY DAY!

Murray Milk Products Co.
Phone 191

•

se

*Tr
•
efn-fn ,

Aft. • ,-,•-•••

•

s

•

Mr. el. K. P. Wells, one or Calloway county's oldest and most distinguished citizens, and one of the
few surviving veterans of the Confederate Army, celebrated his 87th
birthday Wednesday at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. John Lassiter,
three miles southeast of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Theron Riley and
little son, Dwain. of Wing°, spent
the weekend at Kirksey visiting
A meeting of the Board of Regtheir parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carlin
A Hot Point Cooking. ,School ents of Murray State Teachers ColRiley and Mr. and Mrs. 0. L Cain
Diuguid and lege was held in the office of Presisponsored by E.
Sr.
Son Furniture Company, dealers dent Rainey T. -Wells here Wednesfor Hot Point products, will be held day. Consiciration of plans for the
in the Business & Professional library and boys dormitory, both
Women's clubrooms on Tuesday. of which will be erected this year,
March 26, according to Mr. Diuguid. was the principal business.
Another meeting of the Regents
Miss Harris, Hot Point's Home will be held here Friday.
Contributions to this column
Economist, will give demonstraupon topics of interest are always welcome. They do not
tions in cooking, for the meeting.
The Senate today passed by a
necessarily express the views
A complete Hot Point kitchen vote of 23-13 the Clark (Lee Clark)
newspaper.
of this
clubrooms
Will be on display in the
Toll Bridge Act to enable the State
and the public is cordially invited Highway Commission to amend its
Mr. Tax Payer: •
to attend the demonstrations.
contracts with purchasers of bonds
The Board of Supervisors has
The school, which was to have sold January 8. The bill" already
completed the inspection of the been conducted here in late April, had teamed the House and now goes
tax list as made July 1, 1939. This is scheduled for its Murray show- to Gov. Flern D. Sampson for approved to be a very difficult job ing at this time due to some change proval or veto.
as no man can know every piece in routing plans.
of property, and the work becomes
A'large part of western KenFurther information as to the
more difficult because of the lack time of demonstratiens will be made tucky, especihIly the sports fraternity,, will be guests of Murray this
of descriptions and locations of within a short time.
weekend as the annual Regional
the properties listed.
Basketball Tournament is staged
In many cares n„ was found that
in the new auditorium of Murray
owners of small en maulttes listed a
State Teachers College. Players,
a higheee valuation
Prep:action
coaches, parents and supporters
than ctia—the large property ovine
from approxiipettely 16 counties of
era, but the person-exemption is a
western Kentucky will be here, all
great relief to the small property
bent on carrying away the title for
owner. The little difference in
their favored quintets, or at least
these particular instances, howearning the right to compete In the
ever, w.ould require more time and
state tournament at Lexington latexpense.
.than the benefit derived
It MY* to read our ciasattleda- er on this month.
from this procedure.
The board will be pleased to
correct any mistake made in high
listing with the unselfish cooperation of the property owner. We
have to rely upon the resident
members with the assistance of the
assessor . who is supposed to_ have
a knowledge of the propertileY'
an inspection of the same while
listing.
If we get a well equalized list
the burden of taxation will be
equal on a basis of values.
In the
period
of the
Oast
Notice how perfectly this new Fortune
10 or 12 years. the listed values
brown will complement your Spring clothes
went extremely
high, reaching
in grey and tan
almost thirteen million dollars,
however, in 1938 the property listing hie an extremely low mark of
six and a half million dollars.
Neither of the extremes were justifiable. By the cooperation of the
property owners and less demand
upon the Fiscal Court we may- be
able to ward off the raises made by
the tax commiseketer as the Stale
Board only acts to make the county pay her debts. The raise we
had last year came from the Court
House and the people of Calloway
county rather than from Frankfort,
In April the county court will
fix the budget. Tax collections
‘
are.the only way to meet the budget so make no higher demands on
the county and city government
Let us show you
than you want to pay for.
other styles, too
—our Fortune
—The - tag burden has been made
-tock is complete.
easier, on farm land by the SoilConservation project (government
rental), but not so with town
property w.hich gets no relief and
with the constant demand of
renters for modern improvements,
it makes the maintenace of town
property much greater than in the
past,
We should find a floor level
nough to meet the demands
"YOUR FEET ARE WORTH FORTUNES"
property. owner bearin
ua twee:len. •
This is an un
job that
e citizen has to accept, but I hopewe may hear your case if you have
I reason to object to the notice sent
you from your board.
T. 0. TURNER. Chan.

Brandon on Saturday night, March
23. This is such en outstanding
play that the author gave it two
titles and when you see it you will
agree that it is deserving of them
both. Pete. the colored sereent,'
and Elmer, the country cousih, are
State Tobacco Authority Suggests worth the price of admission.
Early (-are for Wet
Grade News
Results
'
This week brings school tu a close
growingifor the grades.
Recommendations for
The honor roll for the grades is
after all, what could
better tobacco were discussed by as follows:
Strikingly Beautiful
Russell Hunt, Field Agent in -ToThird grade: Mary Evelyn Mor- ibe more fitting and beau-4
bacco from the University of Ken- re, Lawrence Overby, and, Sue Itiful for this happy and!
Luxuriously. Resilient...1
lucky. Tuesday morning, March 12. Adams.
Isacred occasion than al
at 9::$0 o'clock. in the - office of
Fourth grade: Mary Louise Lawlovely corsage, bouquet,
County Agent John T. Cochran.
rence, Joe. Don Dyer, and.. Glen j
tes—the fet-sh and
judgment on three ani.
Mr. Hunt.
censtand- Roberts.
'
f or potted plant?
cleanly beauty of rubber
portant points first, s ing .authoety Kentucky's
on tobacco. stressed
Bettor roll for seventh month:
flooring—its notable7efloor of fine appearance the importance of changing plant
,First grade: Joe Rudolph. Carlos
siliencyits long %%carthat sill have a long, bed 'location. He stated that thts—
Elkins, Bobby McDougle, Franklin
ing durability —Goodjear .
usefutlife second. a floor
Practice would be especially nec- D. Houston, and Norma Jean Wilhas added the final tooth
that will blend in color and seerr
essairo,e• if „ Blue Mold attacks this Icerson.
Which makes rubber flooring
• --patter4s- eith architectural
Easter Lilies
Second grade: George Nobles.
"Plant beds should be given the Hazel Arm Dyer, Jean Futrell,
st le andsiecorativz requirements;
available for aily•horre. stcre. or
and
Azalea Plants
gordeaux
treatment
at
least
twice." Bobby Gene 'Dowdy,'
-office. ,The rim Goodye a r'Ageethird, a floor easy In keep clean
Hydrangeas
foot Flooring is made iv. rolls —
and fresh ... The new Goodyear' said Mr. Hunt. "if best results are
Gardenia Plants
to
be
obtelned."
This
should
be
easy to
and availablesat modWinefoot Flooring -ineets these
es the plants come up
Hyacinths
erate prices . . The selection of a -requirements. Ideal for kitchen, done firstsecond
time when about
/a
Tulip Plants
suitable floor reqeures careful
bath, sun room. hall and office.
the size of a 'dime. He further statSnapdragons;
ed that such treatment would aid
4n saving more of the leaves in the
Sandra triter: _Washburn, five
-field at harvest time.
Hundreds of'pthers—
Mr. Hunt recommended liberal months old. deughter of Mr. and
use of Phosphate, Potash and ma- Mrs. Luther Washburn of East Main
Novelties - Tasteful
flare, and stressed the need of -using street. died Sunday night at Mason
Arrangement
Hospital following a short illness
most of this material broadcast.
of pneurnonia.
Little Sandra is stereiveci by her
Special .attention given
parenta seven grandparents and a
to deliveries.
number of uncles and aunts.
Our students 'are all happy to be
Funeril services were held in
'able to aiSuqie their regular rou- the First Christian church Monday
tine of work after an enjoyable'day afternoon With Rev. A. V. Havens
MRS. W. P. ROBERTS
at Lynn arouse Thomas Fred Wil- in charge. interment was in Temkinson placed second in impromptu ple Hill cemetery.
PHONE 26,2 for Information Without Obligation
speaking. and Dorothy Nell McDaniel tied for second place v. ith
a student from Lynn Grove in
i
_poetry. All reported that they
bad a- vied time.
-111,:irffiree act- coir.edy-drarha en/
Little 'Liza Cote' -or
E. Depot St. Builderr of Quality Homes for Over 26 Years *Two "Lonely
Bride*, by Lillian Mentimer
Call 364-J'
1 West Olive
Will be pitereinted by the sophomore
I
class -under the direction of Miss

"It Does -Make a Difference Who
Writes Your Insurance"

Ten Years Ago This Week
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Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hiokock of
Louisville arrived Friday for a visit
with his parents and other relatives.
Mrs. Paul Willis of Atlanta is the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. Wear, having been called
home because of the illness of Mr.
Wear.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and
son of Cunningham were weekend
s of Mrs. Lula Risenhoover.
. 8. Samuel H. Piles of Paducah
t the weekend wth her daughter. Mrs. Hal Houston, and Dr.
Houston.
Robert Williams or Owensboro
was the weekend guest of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Homer Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Austin and
children and Miss Maxine Miller
of Lexington. Tenn., were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Taz Miller and other relatives.
Mrs. John Lovett returned to her
home in Benton Sunday after
spending several days with Mr.
and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett.
?firs. Lola Jones of Paducah was
the weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Garnett Jones.
Miss Bess McNamee, who underwent an appendectomy at the Baptist hospital in Memphis on March
2, is much improved and is expected to return to Murray the later
part of hte week. Mrs. W. B. Davis,
with whom Miss McNamee makes

if
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3PHOTOS
On Saturday and 4th
Monday in March

FOR 10c

LOVES STUDIO
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North 4th Street

her home, returned to Murray last
Friday after spending a week with
her sister at the Memphis hospital.
Jacqueline and Sue Alice Gardner of Bard well arrived yesterday
to spend the remainder of the week
with their grandparents, Mr. and
Mgr. F. B. Outland. Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Gardner of Bardwell will attend the state basketball tournament In Lexington during the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Currier and
son of Lexington, Tenn., spent
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Currier.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Jackson of
Lexington. Tenn.. and Miss La:
vinia Currier of Paris. were guests eyes.
Little Miss Peggy Turner was a
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Currier
patient at the Keys-Houston Clinic
Sunday.
for several days last week while
Mr. and Mrs. John Holland and undergoing treatment for an ear
son. Billie, and W. T. Walker infection.
of Faxon were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Curt Jones, Mrs. Otis ChurMr. and Mrs. Edd Walker and chill, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Ebe Lyons of south Mrs. Edgar Jones and daughter,
Murray.
Sandra, spent Sunday in Fulton
MY. and Mrs. Bill Lyons and son, with Edgar Jones.
Robert, of New Concord, were FriMrs. Wooden Hutson returned
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elie Monday evening - from Louisville.
Lyons of enar Murray.
Ky., where she was the guest of
John W. Wear,
'
Sturgis. Ky., and her parents. She was accompanied
Daniel Wear, Nashville, Term., will home by her mother, Mrs. Alex
visit with Misses Oneida and McClure, who will remain for a
Emily wear, and other 'relatives visit
here this weekend.
Beale
Julian
(Bob)
Robert
who has been ill with flu the past
Today (Monday) Is court day at
week, is better, but not able to be
Hardin. Several folks in this comout yet.
Mr. H. P. Wear, former well- munity intended to attend the
known Murray druggist. remains trade day but the rain kept many
quite ill at his home on North at home.
We were very sorry to hear of
Fifth and Walnut Streets.
Mrs. John L. Jones is• ill with Charlie Watson's getting his leg
flu at her home on Smith Ninth broken Saturday when he fell
from a wagon.
Street.
Thomas Crisp who has been real
„Arrangements have been made
ey Mrs. Karim Jones that the next sick for the past week is better
regular meeting, which is 'third at this writing.
Thursday. March 21, of B. & P. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Clendon Burchett
Club, will be held at the Hazel arrived here from Detroit a few
high school building. The Home days ago. They will make their
Re. class of that place will serve home with his • parents, Mr. and
the supper. All members are urged' Mrs. Lee Burehett.
to be present.
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie BYers, Mr.
Mrs. G. B. Pennebaker and and Mrs. Joe Young and family
daughters will leave Sunday to join spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Pennebaker in Morehead. Ky. Comus Alexander.
and make their home. Mi. PenneThomas Crisp lost a good mule
baker has recently accepted a posi- last week.
tion as head of the science departEdwin Russell has been confined
ment at Morehead Teachers Colto his room with measles for the
lege.
Mrs. Waylon Rayburn and Mrs. past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Herndon
Gingles Wallis spent yesterday in
spent Sunday night with her parPaduoah.
Mrs. Will Failton of Owensboro ents.
Miss Jessie Paschall spent last
will arrive Saturday for a week's
visit with her daughter. Miss Ruth week with Mr. and, Mrs. Debris
Manning.
Fulton, at, the home of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Byers
Mrs. Arthur Farmer. She will be
one. of were --Sunday night gueeis Of Mr.
accompahied by Howard
Owensboro, who will visit relatives and Mrs. Comus Alexander.
Mrs. Lillian Russell and Mrs.
•
in Murray.
Joe Baker received a mesgage James parker have been quilting
Tillpiavtivat his faster. Mrs Cam- for the past- few - weeks.
-

Heath News

1

"While the major purposes Of
chased in Kentucky at a cost for
approximately the program are to stabilize glut.
of
the. products
$150,476. They included 2,390 bar- ted markets, improve farm income
rels of corn meal, 30,000 pounds of and conserve food for the needy,
fatbacks; and 6,268,000 pounds of the Corporation also seeks the attobacco. The tobacea was. Auer_ tainment _a other obiectives.at
chased under a special diversion benefit to growers," Mr. Neubauer
program which is designed to in- said. "For instance, through its
crease the consumption of tobacco gradink, packaging and other rethrough the creation of new out- quirements, the Corporation -tries
lets for tobacco products. The sur- to emphasize to producers the valplus commodities were purchased ue of improving their marketing
by the Corporation on a competi- practices so that, through the
adoption of sounder marketing
tive bid basis.
The commodities distributed in methods, they may be in a betKentucky included butter, dry ter position to solve for themskim milk, evaporated milk, oat selves some of the problems faccereal, wheat flour, rice, fresh ap- ing them during periods when
ples, grapefruit juice, fresh grape- there are less favorable opportunifruit, oranges, dried peaches, fresh ties for the marketing of their
peaches, dried prunes, dry beans, products. Also in the distribution
cabbage, and onions, which were of the surplus products, an effort
donated by the Corporation to the is always made to send portions
Commonwealth of Kentucky. Dis- of the 'commodities purchased into
tribution was made by WPA to areas where their use may not
eligible relief roll recipient, and constitute a normal part of the
also to undernourished school chil- consumer's diet, thus encouraging
during the consumption of the products
dren who
were served
school hours with hot lunches and causing a potential widening
prepared in whole or in part from of consumer outlets for' the comdistributed."
LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 12— commodities made available to modities
Kentucky was among 48 States in sponsoring groups. An average of
which the Federal Surplus Com- 66,800 Kentucky families finanmodities!) Corporation 'purchased cially unable to buy sufficient
agricultural commodities during food to meet daily dietary require1639 in activities designed to re- ments were served in this way
lieve burdened markets of price- and about 2.000 school children
The Murray .High School Home
depressing surpluses, and for the in 53 Kentucky schools partici- Economics Club wishes to express
same period the Corporation do- pated in the hot lunch distribu- its apperciation to their many
nated for relief distributton in the tion.
friends who contributed things to
State, through facilities of the
The WPA project for ne oistri- the lovely shower Wednesday.
Work Projects Administration, ap- butiort of commodities is sponsored Many useful articles were received
proximately 32,500,000 pounds of by the State through Governor besides a sum of money.
surplus food products purchased Keen Johnson who monthly apThe club is doing numerous
Olt Kentucky and other States, J. propriates $10,000, most of which things to raise money to remodel
D. Neubauer, acting director of is expended in the payment of and redecorate the home ecucommodity distribution, announced freight and transportation charges. nomics—taboratory.. The girls fix
today.
The Corporation's purchase pro- and serve lunch each day at noon
The surplus purchase ,and distri- grams are not conducted volun- and sell candy and cookies on Satbution operations in Kentucky are tarily, but at the request of pro- urday. They are planning a banpart of a national program con- ducers and representatives of pro- quet in the near future. These
by the Corporation to ducers, Mr. Neubauer said. The girls deserve praise and recogniducted
stabilize glutted agricultural mar- programa seek to relieve pressure tion by all.
kets.- improve farm income, and upon markets during periods of
These girls presented a chapel
conserve for needy families sur- large surpluses, so that portions program Monday. March 11. Murplus food in danger of waste. Mr. of crops needed commercially may ray Higg. School is proud of this
Neubauer said.
be sold by producers to better ad- organization and wish to help
them in every Way. .
were
pur- vantage, he explained.
The commodities
iamereems

quilts were finished .,and ,everyone
seemed to enjoy the day. Present
were Mrs. Lucy Lee McReynolds,
Mrs. Emma Lee Rogers, Mrs. Lois
Camp, Mrs. L. B. Spann, Mrs. Lucille West,. Mrs_ Maud Todd, Meta
Genie West, Mrs. Wilma Doublin,
Mrs. Lela Lassiter, Misses Fay
Todd, Thelma Stone, Maretta West,
Joette Lassiter, Master., Ural Todd,
Max Gene Rogers. and Larry Keith
Lassiter. The quilts belonged to
Miss Thelma Stone who has quite
collectitni of beautiful quilts
which she has made.
Miss Ophie Black spent- part of
last week with her brother and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Huey Black.
Vester Todd is ill at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Todd. Vester attends a business
college at Paducah.—Olive Oyl.

mie Baker McDonald, of Sebring.
Fla., suffered a stroke of paralysis
Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Butterworth, Detroit, Mich., left for their
home Tuesday afternoon after -corning here for the funeral of his
grandmother, Mrs. G. A. Rowland.
Mrs. Joe Williams, Mrs.' Luther
Lorance and Cord Ofield, Wiseman. Arkansas, accompanied the
body of Mrs. G. A. Rowland to
Kentucky and returned home Tuesday.
Mrs. Paul B. Willis of- Atlanta.
Ga., arrived last week to be at the
bedside of her father, H. P. Wear,
who is quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Jones
and Mrs. Graves Sledd spent Sunday in Memphis.
Mrs. A. P. Ford of Paducah was
the weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Baker.
Lowell Steel of Pine Bluff, is in
a West Virginia hopsital where he
is undergoing treatment for his

Kpntucky Benefits
from Commodities
Corporation Plan

Murray High School
Home F,c Club News

Spencer Tracy and Hedy Leather In "I Take This Woman",
Marti today at the Versity Theatre,

Order of Reference

Protemus Palaver

Eunie Fuller Admx. of Rip Fuller,
Plaintiff
Vs. Order of Reference
Neva Story, Et Al.,
Defendants
It is ordered that this case be'
referred to George Hart, Master
Commissioner of this court, to
take proof of claims against the
estate of Rip Fuller, deceased.
and alt persons holding claims
against said estate will present
same duly proven, before this
court's Master Commissioner on
or before the 8th day of April,
1940, or be forever barred from
collecting same in any other manner except through this suit.
Witness my hand as Clerk of
said court this 13th day of March,
1940.OTIS LOVINS.
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court

1Editor's note: Olive Oyl, It is a
regrettable fact that at times, regardless of the length of the
article, news columns and stories
must be held over for the reason
they won't fit in the forms. It has
always been the policy of this
paper to run every line of news
possible, and it is ever our goal
to do just that. Your column is
gladly received and your news is
always written in,,,gxcellent form
which-to highly appreciated by the
mechanical staff and editor of this
paper. We 'trust this explanation
will be acceptable to you and will
explain why that at times certain
articles are held over for the next
issue. Sincerely 'yours, -Editor.)

Mrs. Annie Young and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young. Mr. and
Mrs. Clendon Surchett, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Young were all
day guests Sunday, March 3, of
Mr. and Mrs. James Usrey.
Several men around here were
busy burning plant beds last week.
Mrs. Bert Russell
Mr. and
papered the house of Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin Byers' last week.
Misses Nannie.- Ausie and May
Bell visited in Murray last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Udell Watson have
returned home from Detroit.
—Brown Eyes

Little Miss Mary Ann Adams is
quite ill of intestinal flu. Her
grandmother. Mrs. Jennie Shankle,
is at her bedside.
There seems to be quite an epidemic of sick cows in this cornmunity. Ldther Motheral, Charles
Jordan. Charlie Sterie, Noah Cochran and Arthur Todd all have ailing cows. Clarence West recently
lost one.
The March winds and periodical
sunshine have dried our roads until. the, normal traffic( never heavy)
has been resumed. It sure seems
good to see the neighbors passing
again.
Mrs. Rhoda Stone entertained
last Tuesday with an all day quilting, .Each_ guest prepared a dish,
and a bountiful luncheon was1
sarleed at noon. Two beautift4._;1

GRAND OPENING
Jackson Purchase Oil Company Announces •

Beginning

McCORALICK-DEERING
POWER ,FARMING

at

ENTERTAINMENT

SOUND MOVIES....
ENTERTAINMENT.
and a Good Time for all

FREE!
FREE!
FREE

SEXTON BROS. HDWE. CO.
Murray, Kentucky

YOU GET

•

at our

FIRE-CHI

Of course you want the most for your gasoline
money ...
That's why it is vitally important to know this:
"There is no better gasoline than FIRE-CHIEF at
its price." That's why it is the favorite with tourists... and with so many careful commercial

Beginning

AT 250

7:00 P. M. Each Evening

The Entertainment on March 18 will
be held in the Lynn Grove High School
The Entertainment on March 19 will
be held in -the Hazel High School

'IC() PRODUCTS

YOU CAN'T BUY
A BETTER OIL

SATURDAY, MARCH 16

Pill

Monday &iTuesday, March 18-19

Y 0 U ARETOINVITED
OUR

That It Will Distribute
IT'S A FACT!

*

nips

AT ITS PRICE
YOU CAN'T GET
A BETTER
GASOLINE..,

buyers.

THESE ARE OUR DEALERS FOR TEXACO:

You save in three ways:
1. ...because this oil is protected
tem-

•

against the higher oil
peratures of modern driving.
It's Insulated!
cranitiale'
2. • .• because your
"stays FULL longer" due to
Fur-fur-al refining that removes all wasteful impurities.

3. ... it's only a quarter •quart.
Get it here!

Available MARCH 16

Herbert Gordon, Egrners Ferry Highway
W. G. Ahart.& Son, Golders.Pond, Rs.
J. M. Perry, Hazel and Buchanan Road
Hazel Station. Ira Morgan. MgT•
Rudd! Parks, Halfway-Hazel
Ir. A. Bishop, city
Edd Gardner, Hardin
Geurin & Farris. Murray-New ('oncord Road
W. R. Young Ili Sons, New Concord
Rudd Brothers, Lynn Grove
Carlin Riley, Kirksey
Allbritten & Simmons, New Providence
Orville Edwards, Penny
J. D. Robinson, Paducah-Murray Highway
Economy Cash Grocery, Murray

Whiteway Service Station, College Campus
J. It. Williams. Mgr.
H. C. Lawrence & Co.. Lynn Grove
S. N. Garner, State Line, Murray-Dover Road
Albert Farris & Son, Browns Grove
G. iii Thurman. Brandon's Mill
Edd Wilson, Boatwright
Otis Eldridge, Hamlin
Toy Garrison, Murray
Aubrey Ahart„Calloway Ferry
Annie Higgins. Trigg County
Wallace Chambers, Energy, Ky.
Ivo I.: Morris, Murray-Egrners Perry Highway
Murray Motor Company, Murray
C. 0. Beach. Murray

So stick to Fire-Chief—enjoy its brilliant. lively
performance—and know at the same time that
you are getting real economy as you drive.

Kerosene Products
Dealers

•

•

•

H. I. Neely & Son, Hazel

everything
in!
Drive
too.
service
our
like
You'll
we sell.

It is our policy to offer you peak value in

W. A. Cope, Hazel
Odia Blanton, Murray
A. It, Beale & Son. Murray
T. L. Smtth Grocery, Murray
Rias Dunn. Murray
Bruce Adams, Murray
Robert Swann & Son, Murray
U-Tole-Em Grocery Co.. Murray
Murray Food Market, Murray

Available MARCH 16

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.

WH1TEWAY STATION (S. E. Corner College Campus) Phone 9117

SUPER SERVICE STATION (Down town) Phone 208

,
......114•••••••••.
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lp 18-300 Leghorn Cockerels-$2.50
that this treaty was perhaps the cows. Some fresh and some to ris Grove.
at the meeting of the AAUW that
best which could have been made be fresh soon. T. E. McKinney,
per hundred; 300 Barred Rocks;
ee -•
evening.
FOR SALE-Two used electric
under the circumstances nor that
Covers were laid for Mrs. PurHazel, Ky., Route '3, Highway 95. tf ranges, good condition. One Hot 800 hundred White Rocks; 200
it
is
perhaps
as
good
as
the
treaty
•
aSoolety. -Continued from Page 31 cell. her elauiihter, Mrs. Noel. also
_iti..tin‘nonso Thee R. I. White--$8.00eeper hundred.
gya.,
will be that will end totrie war. The
of Padueabeeptrii. A. M. W911.1.911.
STREAMLn= 1938 WRECK/7f $19.50 each. E. S. Diuguid & MURRAY HATCHERY, opposite
1-mr•
ant
MAC
is
that
to
Germany
Miss.Frances Sexton. Mrs. Frankand Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy Hall.
lc Flour Mill on South Fourth St.
any. type of ruler who would de- SERVICE. New equipment. 24- Son.
Miss Lula Clayton Beale Was lin P. Inglis. Miss Suzanne Snook,
stroy the treaty was preferable to houre fast, dependable Wrecker
Phone 936-3. We deliver. R. E.
Murray Club to be Guests in
Wihtnah and Mrs.
Roberta
ChapMiss
Gamma
et
president
elected
+
self-rule
with
Coal
Range
18
the
treaty.
The
inMayfield March
lc
Service. Charges reasonable. Day FOR SALE-Large
Kelley, Prop.
'
ter. Other officers elected were ,Rowlett.
fluence of this document. in the phone 97; Night phone 543-W. with warming closet. Price $3.50;
vice-president;
first
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Alice
history
of
post-war
other
house,
hot
Germany
has
Chairs,
RENT-4-room
,
FOR
$500;
Rug,
Mexico
Organ,
Reberto de Is 'Rosa • of
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
Mrs. Purcell Speaks To AAUW
been perhaps decisive and thereOlive
City. Mexico. was guest speakereat Ruth Dunn. second vice-president:
It useful articles cheap. Leaving and cold water, 9th and
treasurer; Mrs.
fore must be studied carefully in and Service.
Members of the Murray Branch
Murray, expense to move else- Streets. Dr. F. E. Crawford. Call
the Rotary Club at its Thursday Rose Mary Codell.
we
may
recording
secreUniversity
Women
order
that
understand the
of American
tic
where. Address: 429 South 8th 192-J.
luncheon meeting. March 7th. bring- !Cleo G. Hester.
causes for this war. An attempt FOR SALE-Fence posts: 5iez ft.. Sc. St., Murray, Ky.
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4
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when
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Tuesdayneighboring republic.
utotairs,
how the Treaty of Versailles helped available for trucking. Write or
imentarian.
Purcell of Paducah spoke before
by
FOR RE14T-2-room Apartment,401 rooms downstairs, 1 room
The Murray Rotary Club will be
to lead to war.
see Jim Lawrence, Murray Route Poplar St., not furnished. See modern conveniences. See C. B.
that group at the college library on
dinner goests:,of the Mayfield RoF. C. POGUE
e
7, three miles E. of Elm Grove. lp R. T. Cathey.
the subject "At Our Doors".
lp Felten, 505 Maple Street. Phone
evening.' Mrs. Humphreys Is Host To
tary Club! on Monday
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367.
Arts And Crafts Club
Mrs. Purcell, who Is an authorMarch 18th. at the Hall Hotel The
It is the purpose of this column
apt,
Duplex
-room
FOR RENT-Three or four room FOR RENT-3
'club members will meet at the 'Mrs. B. G. Humphreys opened ity on Kentucky History and to discuss each week some of the
FOR SALE-One Philco Batted,
apartment with electric - stove and modern conveniences, hot water; Radio Set, codsole style. 0
National Hotel at 6 o'clock and go ! her tapne to members of the Arts especially that of western Ken- more important developments in
The Lynn Grove Parent-Teacher
North 5th
a body to Mayfield for dinner and Crafts Club Wednesdayeafter- tucky, charmed her audience with international affairs throughout the Association met at the high school refrigerator. Hot water. Good private entrances. 304
lc rates like new. Bargain at $17.50.
noon. for its regular monthly meet- various legends and traidtions of world.
About 100 yards St., Mrs. Jim Strader.
' at 6.30.
lc
on Wednesday 'evening, March 6, large. rooms.
See E. S. Diuguid & Son.
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Ambassador- to Mexico. Josephus
• • • • •
March 7. with an all day meeting interpret the happenings in the
4 or 5 rooms, Demonstrator. Rig
.. Daniels_ and the Mexico Cirv RoFollowing the business session,
Wallace Gordan Is Entertained
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tary Club. is making a goad will
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Baled.
Mrs.
The senior class of the Murray Quilting was enjoyed during the something of his philosophy of the the men members of the organizaLula Paschall,
tour.. of „the United States in an
Har- FOR SALE ON MONDAY. March
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standing and more
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- The first belief which the writer tet, which furnished a delightful
tions between Arrierica and Mexico. Tuesday afternoon. from- 2 to 3
"Garden Vegetables and Recipes" holds ,is that no nation in itself is program of vocal numbers.
He is a graduate of. the University_ &Clock, honeikeng ,his seventeenth was the subject for discussion and either wholly good or bad but that
A large crowd attended the meetbirthday.
of Mexico.'
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bad in accordance with certarrr
A delightful hour was spent after to the program:
Following the luncheon. the
Mrs. Ida Futrell. beans; Mrs. policies which they have developed
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! the avrage 'American thinks of and' useful gifts. At the conclusion
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racketeering. and, election • frauds Steele. Mrs. 1.2' D. Wilson. Mrs. that the club continue through; than from too great attention to
the peculiarities of certain leaders WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty ! Fancy
when he thinks of the United Harlan McC-age, Mrs. Cora Stew- out the school term, as there
Country Club Vacuum Packed
are of the peoples of Europe.
Cakes, Pies, Pastries for parties
39c
States.
art, Mr's. Faye-Fielder. Mrs. An- only two more meetings.
3
c FRENCH 3 lb. CCC SPOTLIGHT
The
CLabn.
Essential to the uhderstanding of and social function's .of every deThe population Of Mexico, accord- nie Thurman. Mrs. Dole Salyers, next meeting will occur on
bag
April
15c
Pound
the
war
.10.1
in
Europe
19c
Bag
is
a
25
Lb.
realization
you.
Murscription. Let us serve
ing to the . visitora: is made up of Mrs. Lela Barnett, Mrs. Eunie the third.
sit prbolems such as population ray Baking Co. Phone 79.
three .different soeial classes. Of Shecklee. Mrs. Polite Bucy. Mrs.
The following program will be pressure, vast differences in langVAL-VITA 9 No. 2': 95c
these the upper glass, which come J. N. Ried, Mrs. Sheltie Elkins,
. 26 35c
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clam, also about one-fcturth of the Flormee-lhowlett. Mrs.
Elaine Kim- article. "Cooking for Children." is the Treaty of Versailles and back reit') bargain! See E. S. ' Diuguid
Kroger's 24 lb. nc LYON'S 24 lb. ntc AVONDALE 24 lb. Cnc
population, are mostly Indians. The
bro. Mrs. .Estelle Johnson. Mrs. Mrs. Bess Gingles. Mrs. Attie Har- of it a thousand years of antagone & Son.
lc
sack lig
remaining half which is the middle
BEST sack gal or BOKA
sack
C. Club
Hula Fielder. MrS. Heart Kimbro. rel; "Flowers and Shrubs and How ism and conflict. Germans say
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Kimbro,
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All mothers are invited and a en to Poland in 1919. They lose Saturdays & 4th Monday In March
- country. this group is the backbone Misses
Shackles, Nereme Fielder. Eva Mae special invitation for new mem- sight of the face however, that
. of the country_
10 Lb.
ndo 2Blb.
w
Breasc
Senor de .la Rosa sang a group Kimbro. Children present were bers to meet with the club in the centuries of warfare have made at
Sack
of Spanish songs. playing his ac- Johnnie Joyce McCage.- Joyce and music room of the school build- difficult to de:ermine the first ownNORTH 4TH STREET
RACKERS
companiment on the guitar. and Cora Belle Salyers, Charlotte Kim- ing at 2 o'clock on April the third. ership of this territory. In till.
23c
box,
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lb.
Club,
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same way the final determination
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guaranteed. ,FREE tunApple Strawberry
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'gifts
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Large
control.
Homemakers" work in Johnson
3-lb can
meaty has resnIted in the purchase Baum
For purposes of this column, how- NOTICE-I am beck in concrete
' Kiethr°' Id"' Belle Ge%Lrin
' Greyhound Coach Is Son at Mr.
LA Boxes
ever,
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it
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and Mrs. Muncie Clark of
.
Avelon Brand
Speckles.• Mrs. Millie Sills, Mn.
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Kroger's C. Club
5 16-oz. or
Ruby Forest. Mis, Lonnie EldQuart
its effects upon the history of 'Located same old place North of
,
ridge.• Mrs. - Lydia Phillips, Mrs.
PORK & BEANS 3 28-oz. cans
The Reidland Greyhounds. with Europe. Born of fear, hatred and Murhy Laundry on West Main.
Bottle
Minnie Outland, Mrs. .Sarah Mor- Coach Fred Clark at the helm. revenge, this document serves as Phone 325. 0. W. Harrison, home
ton. 'Mrs. Vey Hale, Mrs. Eulah nosed out Hardin's Eagles, coached a convenient starting point for an
M28p
2 Lb.
mg West Main.
Embassy Brand
Fresh
Proffet. Mrs. Bertha . Anderson. by Carl Johnston. 25-23 here tast analysis of the causes of the pres- I
Jar
PEANUT BUTTER
29 oz.
good milk
Mre. Eulah Elkins. Mrs. Thula Saturday night in the finals to be- ent war. It is not enough to say I FOR SALE-A few
CAKE Each
OrangeTs
Stele-,--'
-Mrs. Lovelle Evans. Mrs. come champions of Region 1 and I
9
Velum tarrison.
Misses Robbie thereby becoming eligible to parStaley or Penick
Steele, Lillie
Eldridge.
Annie ticipate in the State meet ..at Lex1 Lb. Box
20 Mule BORAX
5 lb.
Phililris. Edna - Rowlett, and Mr. ington this week.
Team BORAX() 8 oz. Can
Can
Highest Market Prices Paid S. D. Stewart.
Fred Clark, regional champion
- For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
coach, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Rowlett Compliments
-Muncie Clark- of thie count)
, arid
Mrs. Purcell
'W"Sell All Kinds of-Fied
was gradated from Lynn Grove
Mrs John Rowlett entertained at High School and Murray State
Armour's
dinner Tuesday evening. March 12. College.
rhone 441-13th and W. Main
complimenting Mrs. C. E. Purcell
The Eagles' inability ,to connect
f Paducah who was guest speaker on free tosses was -a- chief factor
111.11.111111111111.1110111
Square
in their defeat. In 15 tries the
POUND
Cut
Hardinmen cashed in on 6. The
Greyhounds were awarded a total
9c
Lb,
1
Star
Armour's
of 9 charity _pitches and made
POUND
Sugar Cured
Kroger's
, good on 6.
HAM, half or whole i
1
Sliced,
Lb. 17'-c
Whole
or
Half
Slab
Club
C.
i T Trimble. Hardin ace. was put
cn the spot early in the first half
\kftir FULL
Whole or Cala
. when 3 personals were called on
StylePOUND
FLAVOR Armour's Star
I him. He was forced to play cau•
Lb.
BACON
tiously until the first minutes in
'
Racily 1,
, the final canto when he was reLONGHORN
Lb. 171
/
2t
'16 E3t
tired from play with the fourth
c
ar
Lb.F
, foul.
Armour's Star
necaymFul
' First round and semi-final reLb.
CORN BEEF
-sults are as follows:
50 lb. can
3 lbs. 25c
Reidland defeated Hickman '26
$3.39
out
Barlow,
Bentonnosed
21:
to
17-15: Sedalia won over CunningSSor
LB.
Bilk-IR
ham. 15-14 in two. over-tirne periArmour's Star PORK
ods: Hardin swamped Symsonia
POUND
2 lb.
46-26; and in semi-final play. ReidLb
10c
land topped Benton 25-14,-..-and
Boxes
Hardin stopped Sedalia ,by a 41-17
score.

SOCIETY

ROTARY GUEST IS
GOOD WILL AGENT

Thoughts
on

WAR
and

PEACE

Lynn Grove P. T. A.

WITHOUT
COOKIN

OGER

GUARANTEED FOODS

CILASSIIU ELI

3

PEAS

3 PHOTOS
10c

.

LOVES STUDIO

'"•

REIDLAND FIVE IS
REGIONAL CHAMP

COFFEE 1
P
FLOUR
MILK
CRACKERS
C

PRESERVES
OXYDOL

2

8

9

BOGGESS

TOLLEY St CARSON

Better Foods & Better Values for Easter
•

Nelion
6oked

I

21c

19c
19c
COFFEE
25c
BIG VALUE OATS 2
PICKLES HTNUFZER 15c. 8ir 21c
DILL PICKLES Large Size 3 for 10c
CLOTHES LINE "=" 9`
15c,
MACARONI SALAD
FURNITURE POLISH Quart 21c
Beech Nut
ELBO MACARONI Package 9c

COST LESS NOW i

LIVER, lb.
10c
BRAINS, lb. 10c
RIB ROAST,lb.
11c
MUTTON, lb.
10 to 15c
LARD, lb.
7Vac
SALT BUTTS, lb.
6c
CHUCK ROAST, lb. . _
15c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.'
25c
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
25c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
Sc
VEAL STEW, lb
11c
GOOD SLICED BACON, lb.
18c
FRESH SIDE PORK, 2 lbs.
25c

Fresh Oyster-, Dressed Hens and Fryers, Turkeys,
Ducks and Geese

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides, Scrap Iron
and Rags.

Shroat Bros.
•.

er••
4

MEAT MARKET
Delivery

none 214

-'s Grocery
---Swann
24-PHONES-25
Temple Garden Salad Dressing
oz. Jar 10c - Pt. 15e - QL 25c
50c
Gallon Can Cherries
25c
Seed English Peas, 2 lbs._
Garden & Flower Seeds
Bulk Mustard and Turnip Seeds
_
15c
Cabbage Plants. 100 for .
Gum Drop and Chocolate
10e
Candy. Lb.
Large Snov. King Baking
25c
Powder and Bowl
Sc
Ettra Fancy Rice, Lb.
25e
Cranberry Beans, 6 Lbs,
25e
Great Northern Beans, 5 lbs.
15e
Vanilla Wafers, Lb.
12e
Oatmeal Cakes, Lb.
Kellogg's Variety Packages
25e
Cereals, 10 Pkgs.
Van Campo Vegetable Soup
tOe
Large Can. 19 oz.
Scott Co. Hominy, No. 2 can.. Sc
' 10c
No. 5 Can
65e
Kentucky Rose Flour:24'lb.
90e
White Front Flour, 24 lbs.
$1.75
49 1.1.s.
20c
;Good Oats, 5 Lb. Bag .
18c
Mother's Cocoa. 2 Lbs.
Package Raisins
Sc or
25c
1°c
Raisins, 3 Lbs.

To1787:t

SUPERSUDS
1 PALMOLIVE SOAP

20c Value

TOMATOES OR CORN 2
HEAVY MOPS
LB.
DRY SALT BUTTS
EACH
CHILI BRICK

10c

15c
23c
6c
18`

Phone 37.

Prompt Delivery

C

SYRUP 10 lb. 45c

TUNA FISH 2 'L,S..;:e 27`
19c
39c
39c SHORTENING
252 CHLORITE
10c
23c
35c

FRANKFURTERS IL 10c

5c
DRY SALT JOWLS
131/2c
BACON
10c
PORK SHOULDERS
PORK CHOPS
CHEESE
4 Lbs 28c WHITING FISH
LARD
COTTAGE
LINK SAUSAGE 17c
BEEF ROAST Lb. 141/2c HAMBURGER 2"5 25c
360-432
1c
Size
EACH
LEMONS

CAULIFLOWER
GRAPEFRUIT

Texas Seedless
80 Size

rancy California

CARROTS

Bunches 9c

2
6 Pounds 25c

APIES
Fla. Doz.
121/2c
ORANGES 288
Size
sc
Bunch
RADISHES
ONIONS
GREEN

WESCO FEED

•

(
•

•
•-• •

10C
For,

29c
Lb. 15c

Solid Heads

HEAD LETTUCE Each 5c
Red - White - Yellow

ONION SETS 2 Q" 15c
FRESH TOMATOES
Lb. 20c
Fancy Large CUCUMBERS Each 15c
BRAN
SHORTS

$1.39
$1.55

We Have Cobbler, Ohio, and Triumph SEED POTATOES.
Also A Complete Line of Ferry's Garden Seeds
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Red Cross Will To Instruct Class
Sponsor Class
at College

i at $17.50.
lc

Edward Dandridge Sharp, First
Aid and Life Saving Representative
of the American Red Cross, will
begin an instructor's course in Life
Saving and Water Safety at the
Carr Pfkalth Building Monday everfing, March 18, at 7 o'clock.
All persons completing the Senior
Life Saving or Instructor Course
are 'eligible for the course taught
by Mr. Sharp.
Sharp, a former Vanderbilt football player, came to his post with
nine years experierice as a Red
Cross volunteer, during which time
he taught life saving and swimming.
He is regularly on the faculty of
the Red Cross national aquatic
school at Brevard, North Carolina,
one of more than a dozen similar
schools conducted throughout the
country by the Red Cross to train
water experts as well as novices.
At the time of the Ohio-Mississippi Valley floods in 1937, he was
recreational leader at a Red Cross
refugee camp in Tennessee.
Mr. Sharp majored in physical
education at Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.

25c

ic

39`
25:
69c
23c
19c

Time to Start
Good Hog Herd
Right now while hog prices are
low is the time to start gooerherds,
declares Grady Sellards of the University of Kentucky . -College of
Agriculture. However, fie fears that
many farmers will do just the opposite—sell out—, and then go back
into the business when prices are
high. In other words, they will
sell low and buy high.
The wise policy is to take advantage. of intervals of low prices to
inryprove breeding stock, says Mr.
Sellards. Cull out the poor producing and old sows and replace them
with animals of good formation.
Buy breeding hogs with a broad
spring of rib, that are long and
deep of side, plump of ham, smooth,
and that are strong in 'their pasterns.
ds of good formation 1111
the need, and may be bought as
cheaplgr as hogs ' of poor shape.
However, Mr. Sellards warns that
purebreds, even, to be satisfactory,
must be of good formation. Godo
purebreds grow rapidly, and reach
market condition around 200
pounds when five to six months
old.
The surest and quickest way to
get into purebred hogs, according
to Mr. Sellards, is to start with a
bred sow or gilt, Although the
initial investment is greater, it begins yielding a return much sooner
than an investment in pigs.

27c

39c
10c
35c
15c
a

c

12
3/
10c

9v2c
25'
10c
25c

See County Agent
About Soil Sample
Farmers wishing to have soil
analyzed at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington are
advised to see a county agent or
write to the Experiment Station
for directions for taking samples.
Not only, should samples be so
taken as properly to represent the
soil, but information should be
supplied aboet the way the land
has been cropped, fertilized, limed
and rpanpred for the past five
years. Analyses of soil samplp
are considered of little value in
advising what fertilizer' to use for
tobacco.

thousand
Approximately
one
Woodmen of Calloway county have
shared in the recent million-dollar
refund of paymentst Checks ranging from fifty cents to seven or
eight dollars have been received
here.
This refund brings the total of
payments returned to members to
more than 21 million dollars, a record unsurpassed by any similar
organization, according to Mr. Emmett Bradshaw, president.
While the majority of checks
were mailed in the United States,
about 50 are destined for other
lap& — Haiti, Palestine, France,
British West Indies, Scotland, Ser,e.den, Spain, Germany, Japan, Italy,
Nicaragua, Hawaii, Canada, Philippine Islands, Australia, Puerto
Rico, Bermuda, Cuba, Central
America, Canal Zone, Alaska, South
Africa, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico.
Mr. Bradshaw reported that the
Society has paid to living members
and beneficiaries the sum of 317
million dollars in -the past 50 years.
The financial stability of the Society,
with assets in excess of 129 million
dollars, places it high among America's leading life insurance organizations.
The amount of each check was
determined by the length of time
the member's certificate had been
in force, and the arnieunt of each
annual payment.
W os odmen of the World Life Insurance Society was founded in
Omaha, Nebraska, on June 6, 1890,
and will soon celebrate its golden
anniversary. A nationwide membership campaign is now under
way, to be climaxed by local celebrations in hundreds of cities on
June 6.

Seed Plant Bed
Before April 1
Seeding the tobacco plant bed
later than Apei1.1 is not desifieble.
It is a mistake, however, to work
the ground and burn the bed when
it is wet in order to seed early.
Sow approximately half a level
teaspoonful of recleaned seed per
100 square feet of bed. An ounce
of seed is enough to sow 2.000 to
2,400 square feet. In order to distribute the seed evenly, mix it with
woodashes, air-slaked lime, sand
or other material.
Tobacco seed should be covered
lightly. The old practice of tramping the bed after sowing, to cover
the seed well and firm the soil so
It will hold moisture, has not been
improved upon.
As soon as the seed' is sown, tobacco cloth should be spread over
the bed. The cloth keeps the surface of the soil from drying and
prevents heavy rains from packing
the soil.
Boxing the bed helps to keep out
insects, especially flea-beetles. The
use of a plant-bed site each year
where tobacco has not been grown
previously, helps to prevent mosaic,
leafspot, wildfire, root-rot and other
chseases.
Rapidly growing plants use much
water and beds should be watered
in dry weather. The best way is
to water well every eight or ten
days.—E. J. Kinney, in "Management of Tobacco Plant Beds," published by the Kentucky College of
Agriculture.

Murray To Attend
KEA at Louisville
Murray State College. faculty,
friends, alumni, and students will
again take part in representing
Murray at the annual Kentucky
Education Association meeting to
be held in Louisville starting April
17 and lasting through April 19.
Headquarters for Murray will be
at the Brown Hotel.
School will be adjourned at the
close of the day's classes, Tuesday,
April 16, and will reconvene at 8
o'clock on Monday. April 22.
The program for the meeting
has not been announced but will
be published in the April KEA
journal.
In an interview, Miss Keys, executive secretary, stated t,hat Murray State will sponsor its annual'
KEA breakfast for its alumni and
former students on Friday morning, April 19, at 8 o'clock at the
Kentucky Hotel. Tickets for the
breakfast can be ordered through
the extension office.

11 Kentucky and Tennessee nig
Schools Invited by
President

1

Murray State College will hol
its annual high school senior' day
on Friday, March 29, President
James H. Richmond announced today.
A total of 211 high sctionts, 131
from Kentucky, 68 from Tennessee. 6 from Illinois, and 6 front
Missouri, have been invited te
Murray, and approximately 2,500
students are expected to attend.
Student guides will start the series of tours of the campus and
buildings at 9:30 Friday morning!
The chemistry, biology, and physics
departments are holding open hou
at that time, and at 10:30 a genera
meeting will be held in the colleg
auditorium, which is to be the
headquarters -for the seniors. Dr.
Richmond Will deliver the welconee
address.•
Lunch is scheduled for 11:30 in
Wells Hall. after which a working
exhibit will be held by the Art
Department and the Portfolio Club
on the third floor of the liberal arts
building. The Home Economics Department and the Household Arts
Club will hold an exhibit tea in
rooms 304-5-6 of the liberal arts
building from 1:00 to 2:30.
A special matinee of the "M"
Club Follies will be presented for
the seniors at 2:30 in the college
auditorium.
The following Kentucky
high
schools have been invited to Murray Mareit 29:
Almo, Anton, Adairville, Arlington, Auburn, Aurora, LaCenter,
Bandana, Beelerton, Benton, Birmingham, Blandville, Boaz, Boxville,
Bremen, Brewers, Cadiz, Cairo,
Calvert City, Carrsville, Cayce,
Centereown, Clinton, Central City;
Chandler's Chapel; Clay, Clifty,
Cobb, Columbus, Corydon, Cedar
Street, Butler, Poole, Pilot Oak,
Pembroke, Tilghman, Onton, Hrnstead, Nortonville, Niagara, New
Concord, Nebo.
Training School, Murray, Morton's Gap, Morganfield, Milburn,
Melber, Mayfield, Mattoon, Marion,
Madisonville, Lynn Grove, Lowes,
Lone Oak, Livermore. Farmerseille.
Faxon, Flat Rock, Frances, Shiloh,
Sinking Fork, Slaughters„, Smith
Mills, Spottsville. St. Chrales, Shire
gis, Sylvan Shade, Hickman, Symsonia, Tolu, Trenton, Trigg County,
Uniontown, Utica, Water Valley,
Weaverton, West Louisville, Wheatcroft, White Plains, Whitesville,
Wickliffe, Wingo, Crofton, Cuba,
Cunningham, Daviess County, Dawson Springs, Dixon, Drakesboro.
Earlington, Eddyville, Elkton.
Fancy Farm, Lewisburg, LaFayette,
Kuttawa, Kirksey, Kevil, HughesKirkpatrick, Howell, Hopkinsville,
Hickman, Barrett, Hebbardsville,
Heath, Hazel, Hartford, *Hardin,
Haldeman, Ha nso n, Hampton,
Guthrie, Greenville, Grand Rivers.
Graham, Fulton, Fulgham, Friendship, Fredonia, Reidland, Robards,
Russellville, Sacramento, Salem.
Sebree, Sedalia, Shady Grove,
Sharpe.
Those high schools from Tennessee who are invited to Murray:
Grove, Troy, South Fulton, Woodland, Dixie, Mason Hall, Kenton,
Rives, Gleason, Greenfield, Martin, Palmersville, Shanon. Milan,
Humboldt, Dyersburg, Dyer, Newburn, Trimble, Bells, Gadsden.
Puryear, Clarksburg, Huntingdon,
Bructon, McKenzie, Central, Big
Sandy, Springfield, Holladay, Central: McLemoresville, Trezevant,
Chester County, Crockett,' Crockett
Mills, Friendship, Central, Goodlettsville, Bradford, Brazil.
„„Gibson, Medina, Peabody, Rutherford. Yorkville,'- Buchanan, Cottage Grove; Henry, Bakerville, McEwen, Trimble, Waverly Central,
Ridgley, Tiptonville, Halls High.
Narrkipoo, Ripley, Obion, Hornbeak, Barren Plains, Bell, Big Rock,
Dover, W. T. Thomas, Gallatin Central. Dresden, Union City.
•
Those high schools from Illinois
who are invited to Murray: Metropolis. Brookport, Golconda, Joppa.
Harrisburg, Karnak.
Missouri high schools invited to
Murray: Silverton, Matthews, Gideon, Diehlstadt, Parma, Wardell.

New Furniture
Store to Open I

HEAR

Sunfast - Washable
Newest Colors
and Designs

ale

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
The Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store In Murray

Telephone 323

North 4th St.

The Outlet Furniture Company
will open Monday, March lath, on
East Main street just east of the
Capitol Theatre, according to H.
1
E. Wall. Jr., owner.
Mr. Wall, who has had a long
experience in the business world
and has operated a furniture store
on previous occasions, states that
his stock will include furniture
and general merchandise.
The public is cordially invited to
visit the store and see the complete
line of household furnishings.
Christian county - farmers sold
high-grade heifers and bulls for
$100 to $175 each and made a
good profit

i

A bill recently introduced in
Calloway Students to Be Seen in
the General Assembly to authorFriml's Operetta, "The
ize an appropriation of $100,000 a
Vagabond King"
year will enable the State Library
Heading the impressive cast of Extension Division to aid in establishing library service in communRudolph Friml's operetta, "The
ities of Kentucky without such
Vagabond King", which will be service. This' service will affect
staged in the Murray State College over two-thirds of the people of
auditorium Friday evening.,May 3, the state.
at 8:14, are Miss Odine Swann,
Sixty-one counties of the state
Lynn Grove junior, as Katherine have no local public libraries
de Vaucelies; Frank Shires, sopho- within their borders. By, checking
more tenor from Obion, Tenn., as the income and expenditures of
Francois Villon; Miss Mary Anna the 120 counties of Kentucky it
Jenkins, Greenville
junior,' as is evident that adequate library
be
maintained
Baguette; and Harold Riddle, soph- service - cannot
omore, from Fulton, as Louis XI. without some other source of revenue. Federal aid alone cannot
The story is based upon Justin
cover this need.
McCarthey's popular play and novOne and one-half million or 83
el, "If I Were King", and used as
per cent of the rural people of
the basis of the plot the fabricated
Kentucky are the most impoverlife of France's most popular poet- ished by inadequate library serrogue—Francois Villon.
vices. It. lies within the power
The production, jointly sponsor- and the duty of the state to equaled by Sigma Alpha Iota and Sock ize these services between rural
and Buskin. is under the direction and urban people.
State support of schtlols - Is not
of Prof. Price Doyle, head of the
tine arts department, and
Miss questioned. In a democracy the
education of citizens and future
Helen.Ihorntqp. • '
citizens :should not cease at the
Those in the-eatiVBIClude: Dorse,'close of school attendance_ The
O'Dell, Macon Byars, Leo Locktf- deletande of modern life require
sky, Marian Fletcher, June Dixon, people to read for information
Charles Henson, Mary Anna Jenk- and enlightenment. This form of
ins, Thelma Marctim, Joe Udovic, self education is the life-long right
Joe Fitch, Harold Riddle, Frank of every person. Public libraries
offer this means of continuing edShires, Odine Swan.
ucation. Support of libraries is as
- Jean Yaroresugh, Tom Blazier, logical and vital as that of schools.
Thompson,
Margaret Sfate funds thus invested help to
Lawrence
Holland, Jack Budnick, Cecil Bolin, produce more able and intelligent
Joyce Homier, Frederic Johnson, citizens.
•
James Berry, Eldridge Cross, Da:
State aid to school and public
lene Bottom, Katie Cost, Dorothy libraries is no longer an experiCurrier, Rosemary Cronk, Mary ment. It Pas been tried with sucAlva Elliston, Dixie English, Beth cess in many states. It has been
Fooshee, Julia Gilliam, Martha Lou found to be, a fair and equitable
Hayes, Melba Headden, Helen Hire, means of providing library serJoyce Hill, Harriet Holland, Clara vices which is recognized in so
Isham, Celia Miller, Barbara Mam- many states as an integral part
men, Mildred Manley, Marianna of a system of state provision for
public education._
Newman. .
_

The State-wide Recreation Department of the Works Project Administration under the sponsorship
of the physical education departThe Lynn Grove Young People's Merit of Murray State College, will
organization will meet Sunday ev- present several reels of motion
ening, March 17; at the Lynn Grove pictures on athletics Thursday,
Methodist church at 7:00 o'clock „March 21, in the little chapel, at
7:30 p. m.
to give the following program:
Subject: "For the Beau•y of the
Edward L. Smith, State AAU
Earth", Leader, Donald Crawford. commissioner, has obtained the official
AAU pictures of the Olympic
,
Prelude, Emma Douglas.
including shots of the
Hymn, "For the Beauty of the Games,
Olympic Village, opening cereEarth't.
events,
. Scripture Reading: Job 38:4-11, monies, track and field
swimming, diving, equestrian
Isaac Ford.
events, fencing, gymnastics, weight
Prayer, Josephine Crawford.
lifting and sculling. There also
Hymn, "In the Garden-.
TizIk, "Earth's Beauty and By- will be shown shots of the National
Tournament
Baseball
Amateur
paths", Josephene Crawford.
Talk, "Bypaths of Dirt, Weeds. which was held at Battle Creek,
Mich., and in which Barbourville,
Smoke and Bugs", Odine Swann.
Talk, "A World Traveler", Ten- a Kentucky team, participated.
For tilose who may be interested,
nie Rogers.
Announcements
Coach Roy Stewart, of the MurBenediction.
ray physical education department
said, in the fundamentals of baseball. the American ..League pictures, "Batters Up", will present
stars of the league in demonstration of'techniques of batting, pitchThe regular meeting of the Cal- ing. and fielding.
The showing will begin at 7:30
loway County Conservation Cjub
will be held at the Court House IY'M. fi the- tittle chapel at •Muron Tuesday evening, March 19. The ray State College and is open to
program for the meeting will cover the general public free of charge.
some phase of conservation.
Mr.. Mundine, of the TVA, spoke
IN APPRECIATION
to the club at its meeting on
Tuesday. March 5. "Nine hundred
We,,the members of the Alumni
thousand persons." stated Mr. Mun- Association of Douglas High
dine. "viseed Norris Lake and School, wish to express our thanks
Norris Dam during 1939."
to the merchants who so liberally
The Kentucky pool which will contributed donations for our carnskirt Calloway county will af- ival wItich proved
successfully.
ford just such a haven for tourists
Respectfully submitted:if a wise program of conservation
by Alumni Association,
is followed.
Douglas High School
President Hafford Parker announced that the meeting will be
J. W. Judd, Lee county, has escalled at 7:30-O'clock.
tablished eight acres ot. alfalfa in
permanent pasture.
READ TRE_CLASSIFIEDS.

Audrey Oliver, Inez Philips,
Margery Price, Maxine Pybas, Ann
quirey, Annie Lou Roberts, Mary
Roberts, Jane Sexton, Rosa Vandermess, Eleanor Waidelis, Kathleen
Winter, Annie Bell Willis, Dixie
Dexter, Bradford Smith, Lucille
Capp, Anne Berry, Margaret Lawson. Betty Burdick, Emma Sue
Gibson, William Hutcheson.
Steve Latanation, Tom -Freeman, Bob Arnoldi. Roy Davis, Jess
Hahn. Bill Utley, Bill Weatherington, Ted Haley, James Rickman,
Garnet Felts, Paul Lemons, Walter
Nance, Dan Gregory, Lynn Bartlow, Orion Mann, Sanford Davis,
Frank Gelber, Jack Herpy, Jack
Pritchard, Harry Williams. Bill
Parrish, Watt Jones, Arved Larsen,
Bill Shelton, Nick Rohulick, Wayne
Burdick. H. L. Carter, Nancy Shultz,
Betty Holdeman, Jim Meade. and
Harry Davidson.

1
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SWOROutstanding Christian
Youth Leader

1

11

Present Program

Conservation Club
Announces Meeting

CAPITOL

Eight varsity boxing lettermen
were named by coach Jim Moore
as lettermen of Murray State College's undefeated boxing team.
which completed its season with a
814.1 14 win over Xavier University
last week.
Those named by Coach Moore
were George Whitecotton, Sturgis:
Glen Hook, Kevil;., Denver Erwin,
Murray; Joe Paschall, Hazel: James
Nanney, Fulton; Bob Fiser, Benton; Steve Levandoski., La Porte,
Ind., and Herman Morris, Georgetown, Ill.
This was the second year of intercollegiate boxing at Murray
State, and continued without defeat, the Mooremen's pugilistic
skill. Murray won over Xavier,
Mississippi State, University of
Tennessee, and Cliiriberlaira during
Mason
county farm
leaders the past saeon.
have launched a drive to have
Many Elliott county farmers
two-thirds of the cattle handled in
the county also produced in Mason have ordered theiy baby chicks
county.
for March.
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YOUTH WEEK!
First Baptist Church

16c

Eight Varsity Boxing
Lettermen Named by
Coach Moore at MSC SATURDAY and SUNDAY

1
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15c
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FRANKFORT, Ky., Mar. 12—Job
placements by the Kentucky State
Employment Service offices were
higher by 34 per cent during 1939,
with increases general throughout
the thirteen areas served, according to the annual report compiled
by the Research and Statistics Unit
of the Unemployment Compensation Commission. The report shows
a total of 33,257 jobs filled by the
Employment Service as compared
to 24,745 fro 1938. Jobs in private
industry increased from 10,310 in
1938 to 20,303 last year. Every
month showed a decided -incregse
in private placement activity over
the corresponding month of the
previous year, the report points out.
The greatest number of private
jobs was founa in the domestic and
personal service group, which totalled 9.079. Of these placements,
6.349 were of women and 2.730 were
of men. Professional and commercial workers comprised the second
largest industrial group with a total of 4,910. The manufacturing
industry accounted for 3,073 job
placements. Agriculture and mining supplied 2.079 jobs; building
construction jobs totalled 902 and
utilities 260.
Increases over 1938 were apparent in all occupational groups. A
large increase over 1938 was found
in the production workers' group,
where 1,949 more placements were
made in 1939 than in 1938. The
second largest increase amounted
to 947 in the clerical workers'
group. Increases from 1938 were
apparent in the service workers'
group and in professional workers'
group where 1939 showed a total
of 8,772 and 158 against 5,765, and
48, respectively, in 1938.
In all, the Employment Service
placed 4,353 more men and 4,159
more women workers in all industries in 1939 than in 1938.

Order your spring
draperies through .
our new book
service.

5c

$1.39
$1.55

a

Employment Service
Finds Jobs for 33,25734%Increase Over'38

New Drapery
Service!

29c
15c

20c
h 15c

E. DANDRIDGE SHARP

REPUBLICAN MASS MEETING-OFFICAL CALL
There will be a mass meeting
of registered Republican voters at
the Court House, Murray, Calloway
County. Kentucky, on Saturday.
March 16, at 2 p. m.,,CST.
The purpose of this meeting is
to name the County Committee
for the ensuing four years.
It is desirable that we have a
representative gathering at this
meeting and that we select a comin Todd county where there is mittee that will serve well the
considerable interest in perma- beet interests of the party.
P. A. HART, Chairman,
nent pastures. grass-legume mixCalloway County
tures, are being seeded.

)c
h
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Moving Pictures of Olympic Games and
Woodmen SENIORS TO VISIT CAST ANNOUNCED Bill to Establish
Course in Life Saving Local
Library
Service
is
Baseball Tourney Will Be Shown at College
Receive Refund COLLEGE MARCH 29 FOR COMING PLAY
Before Assembly
to be Started March 18 Checks Recently
Young People to

irtment, 4
uPstairs,
See C. B.
A. Phone
lc

5c
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Mr. and Mrs .Cloyce Farris visited Mr and Mrs. Noel Farris Sunday
Misses Ruth and Faye Faust of
Mr and Mrs. Cloy Coolie - Miss
neo
I 44 44. I
-ap-.11slistg. Gardner,
"y
nircn-rneetr. -to-- -11.florrx Pr*
Dee, P.oshall. and Mrs Rebecca
few days with home folks.
College of
,
Paschall visited in the sack room of urday with Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Frank Poyner left Sunday for
An agricultural outlook report of
Mr and Mrs. Fred Orr visited! Mrs. Lou McClure Wednesday. . Hurt, up-to-date school teachers.
PEAS
Nashville.
meeti
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key and Mr. and back home with Mr. and Mrs. the University of Kentucky College
Mrs. Elmer Paschall SatMr and
Peas are among the first vegetLoy Nichols. Ivy Paschall, Gayand Mrs. Oman Paschall visited Connie Mills, daughter and son- of Agriculture points out that the
urday
the garden. Many
ables
to
go
into
Glynn
Orr
and
motored
Fred Orr Friday in-law. I'll bet they have motored consumption pf cigarettes, cigars lou
Arica Wicker visited Mr. and Mt. and Mrs.
gardeners say the sowing date is
to Mayfield Tuesday OD business.
mixtures
is
smoking
and
Did
I
a
venture
1.000
miles.
increasing,
me
night.-Happy
Jack.
Mrs E. 0 Paschall Saturday night
Visitors in the home of Mr. and St. Valentine's Day, and some say,
No but the use of chewing tobacco Is
drive an automobile?
Mr and Mrs. Othel Paschall. visdeclpung. It has been estimated Mrs. George Jenkins Sunday were Ash Wednesday. With Easter comchile!
Paschall
Arlen
ited Mr. and Mrs.
the burley crop Mr. and Mrs. Carl Poyner and ing so early this year, however,
Easter Sunday. March 24th, is en- that two-thirds
Sunday.
has been used in the manufacture daughter, Mary Sue, Miss Merelle Ash Wednesday might be too soon.
Easter
for
new
too
early
tirely
visitMr. and Mrs Rudolph Key
of cigarettes in recent years. How- Tarinngton and Miss Weeds Sue Whatever the date, though, it must
Jones.
be early, for when warm weather
L. W. Cosby oiseted his niece. hats. I'm figuring on wearing my ever, the increased use
ed Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and
Mr. and Mrs. Hildred Johnson comes, peas decline.
family Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Jones, Paris, Satur- old back cap, lot or miss.
cigarettes Is offset to some exfor
Was in Johnson-Fain Appliance
Mrs. Bertie GallsMt. and Mrs. One KuYkendall day. Mrs. Jones has been confined
tent by the continued decree** is ‘,..ited
Peas are a "seed" crop; thence,
sad family and Mrs. Lovie Kuyk
to her room with illrieSs but is im- Co. Saturday and heard the sweet- the inanufactur of chewing tobacco. lore Sunday.
from
est
Hopkinsedle
vocal
sulo,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Herbert Orr were they need plenty of phosphorus to
dell visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer proved at the 'present
Despite favorable consumption
and fill pods.
WHOP 11200). It was the trends for tobacco products, stocks Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and make them
Paschall Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Bob Moore continues
hurry
This plantfood
accomplished young daughter of 01 burley tobacco on hand, while Mrs. Noah Holley.
Mrs. Lona Nance. is visiting her so welt
thus
to
them
some extent
along.
Mrs. George Jenkins, Mrs. Terry
Mayor and Mrs. George Hart. .
sister. Mrs Wayman - Young. at
high, are excessive.
correcting
late
sowing.
went
They
to
Is
Paris
need
A.
Farris
MonBack in January. Fred Butter- and marketing quotas will be relied Morris and Mrs. Homer Paschall
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.
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The Ninth Annual Short Course
•oll-i.e,scialite BLACK - DRAUGHT were .Mist-ray visitors Saturday.
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ft pays to read our Claadfleds.
Conn GeurJoseph Moore told a man on in, D. Et Bailey, Harvey Dixon. srandfather. Will Shankle, These
Rows should be from 30 to 36
1.1the "East Side- of a good farm 0. V. Tidwell, Elmo Smith. D. L. day and Wednesday of last week. inches wide. Many gardeners
put
Later on. he thanked Rersell..Luther Parks. Perry Hen- Mr Shankle has been ill for the their peas in paired
or rent
rows, 6 inches
Joseph 'Thinking all the time he doh. Murray Ross. J. H. Doran. past week.
apart, to save support for the
was Joe Johnson. Then Vence Harold Douglass, G. P. Hughes. C.
J..-HO
able to be tall
sorts and to enable
the
Buchanan saw Mr. Moore in a big L. Byerly. B., T. Edmonds. Q. D.
again after an illness of flu. d,warf varieties to support each
crowd and said "Howdy do Brother Wilson, W. E. Dick, 0. W. Barnett,
Alvin McCree visited his parents, other.
called Assistant County Agent Roy B. Mr. and Mrs. John McCree WedJohnson." 'titer ort7
There is a wide choice sit"'
Johnson". The Brownfield, and County Agent John nesday.
Vents
End??
T. Cochran.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Alexander ties, early to late, and as to sweetJ. H. Walston took a group from visited in the home of Mr. and ness and quality. The earliest is
I read in an illustrated magazine
Alaska, but Radio, also dwarf, is
that daughter Halite Pickets of Kirkiiey for the session on the 29th. Mrs. Lewis Capps Sunday.
almost as early, and ever so much
"San Tone," Texas. sent me that
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Of the mid-high sorts.
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Prosperity
or Gradus excel,
,for
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"woman preacher'
a million
thougli
a
favorite is American
dollar homeaucMorium..1Tour county assures farmers of a shipwonder, which, despite its low
Square Gospel"-5.000 disciples who ping point for their crop here at
stature, bears heavily.
Of , the
say she cannot commit ain. She Murray. County Agent Cochran
taller sorts.- Telephone is the most
says time is up! That Christ will reports.that 22te acres are already
Farm
women ran, with thought
and deservedly so, for it
come to the'earth .4n a large, snow awned up with the possibility of and ingenuity, reorganize and re- yields well,
even in warm weather.
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reaching 30 or 35
white airplane. Gee whiz!
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tall sort that should be
acres.
illisillary
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needs better. make the workshop better known, is Mammoth. MeltSleep. 20 years: hard work. 22
Black Locust seed will be planted bright and pleasant with color. ing Sugar, the so-called "salad
years; sick, one year. at dinner in Calloway
county this year be- and at the same time labor-saving. pea." whose pods are edible.
table. 2 years: attended church. 7 cause of the fact
Planted deeply, as just explained,
that no black This is according to Miss
years: • hired out by the day. 8 locust seedlings are
available on Deep'nouse.,who has charge of and kept closely picked, this vayears: play fiddle and hilarity. 2 the market. Eight pounds of seed home management -studies in the riety lasts
long into the sumyears: dance. 500 sets: burned out have aready been ordered for
economics, department of the mer, even hot weather.
in 1907: behind plow handles, 8 planting and each pound should Kentucky College of Agriculture.
The worst pea pest is the louse
Balance Your Grain with Purina Hog Chow
years: had chicken pox. itch 13 produce 15,000 seedlings.
To be technical about it,
In common with other -.members
times'. cramp Folic, measles and
are the U-shaped, the wall kitchen. of the plantlouse family,
for GAINS AND FINISH!
these are
whooping cough. rheumatism, and
Seven hundred eight tons of AAA the,. L-shaped and several other controlled by
spraying with tofits.-"Eagle"
phosphate have been ordered for types 9f kitchens today. Still, it is
Alen tell us that they
1940 delivery in Calloway county. not neetaisary to be technical to bacco "tea" or better, with
of commercial nicotine sulDuring the entire year of 1139 only improve the home kitchen. Miss
545 tons were ordered. The 'supply Deephouse believes. She offers the fate. Black Leaf Forty. It is riot
always worthwhile to attempt
is limited and persons interested following suggestions:
control lice, for usually they come
shouldL make application at once
in mind the work to late enough for the peas to
Haste
pracfor fear that shipments will 'be be done., as preparing food, cleantically mature anyhow. If the
WHEREAS it • has pleased delayed.
ing
afterwards,
sometimes
laundry
visitation comes early. spraying is
Almighty God in His infinite wiswork. etc
dom to take from our lodge here
advisable, but it must be prompt,
Plan a separate surface for the
e. the celestial lodge above our
because of the rapid multiplicalarger tasks, such as storage of
beloved brother, Heron Hurt, who
tion of which this insect is capWe take this method to express food, preparing food, and stack- able
departed this life February 21.
'
1940, Detroit,
our sincere thanks and deep ap- ing and washing dishes. These
should be arranged in a step-savpreciation
Black
locust seedlings have been
.
to
all
those
who
minisRESOLVED: That Temple Hill
tered to our comfort and shared ing sequence that will meet the ordered by
county farmLodge No. 276 F. & A. M has
order
of
work
being
done.
ers to plant on worn-out land.
an honorable man and Mason, the our grief in loving sympathy and
Especially,
that
the
it
desirable
is
town and community in which he kindness, .on the occasion of the working area
Compact. with
lived a good. 'law abiding citizen, death of our beloved husband. son only. enough room fOr the worker
and his family a degooed husband, and brother. Heron -Hurt We shall to move around comfortably and;
ever be grateful te the friends in
soh, and brother;
efficiently.
:RESOLVED: That, we-,teed to Detruit'who,were with him in his
Place the' equipment at conthe bereaved family our deepest Last hours and to our neighbors venient heights from the floor. For
and
friends
at
home
who
waited
sympathy
commend them for
instance, no one should have to
comfort and consolation to - our with us through the lonely hours. reach either up or down very
heavenly Father who doeth all Acknowledgement is made of the much to reach the sink.
things well, and will, embarce all many beautiful floral offerings.
Who put their trust in him in the May God bless .you every one.
Mrs. Grace Hurt. Mr. and
dark hours of desolation and 'sorMrs. Tom Hurt and famil".
row:
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED.
NOTICE OF ANNEXATION
That a copy of these resolution,
PROCEEDING
be spread on the minutes of this
l'idae. a copy. Sent to the family.
Notice is hereby given that on
and a Copy sent to
county the 29th day of February. 1940 a
paper for publi,..atioo.
.
petition ex parte was filed in the
Respectfully.
Cifeuit Coup for Calloway County.
G. S. Stephenson
State' of Kentucky. seeking annexa-J T Graham
tion to the City of Murray. KenWe-E. Gilbert,
tucky of certain territory adjacent
e
Committee
and contiguous to and _immediately
West and South of the present
During 1939, use of limestone lassundaries of the present boundThe
in Martin county aries of the City.
SOWL-SMAPID
The territory proposed to be ana recent summary of
TUE
nexed consists exclusively of what
report..
Rounded, bewl-sisaped bet.
is generally known as the Murray
"pock.
tom elinsie•tes
State Teachers College District, lyels" se that grog drop at
w•ter constoolly Si vorudr.
a portion of the Western
ing
Employ -mixing bowl"
boundary of said City, and also a
principle istr maximum
•••••• odllogion.
strip 250 feet wide -lying along a
TRY
portion of the Southern boundary,
arid the object and purpose of
proposed annexation, the ordinance
providing for tame, and of the
Why be ill at easer-•:way• wondering
HOW ynu can enjoy a normal huac•
petition. are to annex said territory
onwhoe
spo.1 ljer.n isio• vow shr
tion of is. bowel•.
and rnake .same an integral part of
lows of. • DO oa.hin 80/14.-SDAPED Ti B and
Irrezolarity boeds • multitwie of
hot
No.
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wo
the City of Murray. Kentucky for
1(1 ,1 In,s,C11,1.1.s i.. beep wader
poufs • • •-e
rhe constipated
ho •ro bow able to mops.. iKe...lung alibi, or
all purposes.
peeve! oeu• r
the Ined beolds
DOLMA
and
sat i•i•s..sson of !mind like
it,.. doehi•-•••Ouo oresitsnetrop There se no cboner,
Said petition was ftled in the
WALLS
thee. who souist regularity by the
are -all
of some f
than 'Tete' Quern!
- Orm just
f••or
COY of
name and on behalf of
•
clock.
Speed Queen bui• double
Murray and seeks judgment of the
Yoo can be MO them. You too.
w•lis swim,' insulate the tub
iiread a splendid chance to ruin this
and keep the osier ppm,
Court at its April term. 1940. adn.at r.a.105 coostirsatios 401b. linty
het through an •nr.r• wash.
judging that said lands *hall be
korger. N. metres whet you've
Th• last batch el
in
tried ssia oirke you to try POUBLA.X. annexed to and become a part of
stbsk•• came. out /is clean
h. easy Jo cake and prodcces • said City.
•• the first Outside wail
neoth ores rnerionseirt *Shoot
•Ise pr•t•cts por•olnp tut
This February 29. 1941)
enyillibolter elects. Children like
CITY OF MURRAY
and °Mar graggrogro know thait the
ombinetrup of Plebe Juice with
,
By John G. Ryan,
Casters ad Seem le the Right
City Attorney.
ammo, t•• Good 14sirolleas Effective
I certify that the above mention- i
r,D-w. low priro. only 60
colts for 56 doses. For seta et.el-petition was filed in my office
on the 20th day of February, 1940.
/"Valliffed
, stAsrgiO.,
• l•
OTIS LOVINS. '
•
Clerk, C.allory Circuit Cotirt.
Located at Murray Auto Parts Store - 208 E. Main St. - Phone 88
Mar-7-3ti.
• • Jr. .•

Syciunore Center
Mr and Mrs, Jack Key visited
Mr. and Mrs. Dock -Paschall Sunday ev erung.-
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Many leading hog
average 100lbs.of pork 'oath __IjIbtislieLs
, of corn anagnbs.of Purina HaktChoiri.
That means that they get a better price
for- their corn on .the hocf and also get
the fast gains that help them get to market early when prices are usually high.
We always have a fresh supply of Hog
Chow and will be pleased to serve you.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester ,Canady and
daughter._ cartie_rrauces-aud.
tette Clayton were Saturday night
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will Canady.
The annual Regional Music FesMr. and Mrs. Ervin Clayton and
children, Maxine and
Tommy tival will be held in the Murray
night State College auditoriwo Friday
Franklin, were Saturday
guests of
and Mrs. Muse
sold Saturday. March 22 and 23,
according to Prof. M. 0. Wrather,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ray and assistant director,of extetasioa.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray were FriThe Mario contests and the vocal
day night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and instrumental solos will be
Virgil Clayton and family.
Mrs. Keys Wells came home from held March 22 at 2 o'clock. The
Sunday night to spend a amen vocal groups and the instrufew weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Chat- mental ensembles will take place
mus Clayton and family.
on Saturday, March 23, at 9
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Lamb and o'clock. The choruses,
including
son, Shelby, of Paducah are spending a few days with relatives here. the mixed chorus. Boy's chorus,
Mr. and
Clayton and girl's chorus, and the mixed choir
children, Telons and Charlie, spent will begin at 2, o'clock, March 23.
laturthw sight with Mr. and Mrs. Band and orchestra will be heard
at 7 p. m. March 23.
likr. 0:
1
11
0:Ravin Clortaa sad
The ,American Legion Oratorical
caddie% Maska• sad Thaw
Contest will be held on March 22
Trishaw spelt Weatintlay Right
id* Mr. and Mrs Taal, Claltoa. at 10 o'clock..
The annual Kentucky InterscholMaim Clayton west Madatroday
&a= itiL.rret.
now baby el astic League Debating tournament
Ervin
will be held here on March 15
Cla
glaa and and 16. The contest will conMr. eat Mrs VirgU
JOIRI
-Twee sist
of interpretative
reading,
Deaa. ware TIMMillir Wald !Meats
poetry reading, and radio speaking.
of Mr. and Mrs. LAO
The committee in charge is K
has been
spending a I. days with Mr. and R. Patterson and W. C. Jettun,
Mrs. Ervin Clayton.
and Mr. Wrather, chairman.
SILTS. Lee Garner were
alight goats at Mr. tad
Kra Daniels Lamb sad carried
thee' Radio mil bad tabatc.
Ilir=leta Wawa Clayton,
We wish to take this opportunity
Ned
Saturday night to thank our many
friends and
Mit VW 1141111C.
- Raymund Hue neighbors for theirkindness and
C
consideration during the illness and
li
rL
aaill Mrs. J. W. Adams and
daugaisr spent Sunday awning death of our husband and father,
with tar. and Mrs. Mihail .Adirsos. Dr. W. C. Oakley.
Wc...e.OPOKIIAILY Whitt to
Well.
with
Brother Darnell for his consoling
you again next week.-Jay Bird.
words, and Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home fur their helpful loyalty
and sympathy.-Mrs. W. C. Oakley
and children.

Mr.

ton.

Clay-

Detroit

Mn. Tollie

Garner.
Miss ZOOM Clayton

Muskies Striking
Early in Kentucky

H. E. Kingon. Letcher county,
78 hens last month,
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 12- cleared $29
The um fishing' season opened or a profit of 37 cents per bird.
with a bang in Warren county,
near Bowling Green, last week
when B. J. Stewart hooked and
landed an 18 1-4 pound fighting
"muskie."
It was the first muskellunge
caught in that section this ,year
and was landed after a ten-minute
The fish measured 42
battle.
neglected eyesight. For
inches in length and was lured
to its doom with a 'pin-tail spin- your protection have an examination made by our regner.
Stewart was fishing at Graham istered optometrist,- Joe T.
Springs. a small stream fed by Parker.
He will tell you
cold springs with a length of approximately one half mile, and whether or not you need
emptying into the Barren river glasses and prescribe the
four miles from Bowling' Green.
proper lenses.
broke
Several other muskiie
water along the strehm after Come in today for your exStewart landed his prize but he aminations.
If you desire
only had the one strike.
Green River, Barren River and Parkers will accept small
Drake's creek in southwestern
Kentucky afford good muskie fishing while Kinniconick creek, North
fork of" Triplett creek, DUI(
Sandy river, Tygarts creek, Red
River and upper Licking River in
Northeastern Kentucky offer splenLenses duplicated
did muskie fishing' in that section
of the state. iregardless who made them.
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"THERE'S
DANGER"

In

PARKER'S
JEWELRY STORE

It pays to read oar Claasifieds.
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Not Everytiody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times, but nearly
everybody reads it!

Wse/se a/se 2 maim 4e.44.244 aut 1N.
SPEED QUEEN taa4.4e4
FASTER and CLEANER.

the

the

I

almost .doubled
aecordinc to

aidiug

ARE YOU IRREGUUR

This Beautiful Room Was
Once Waste Attic Space

c;

FREE BOOK tells how you
can build colorful attic rooms
with new Johns-Manville
Pre-finished Insulating Board
ERE IS THE ANSWER to adding
H
another room to your house.
either in the attic

or down cellar ... Or you can
remodel existing rooms right over the plaster!
The low cost will surprise you, and you'll like
this J-M Decorative Insulating Board the minute
you see it ...Colors available:- Ivory or Rose-Tan,
White or Graytone. Note that ceilings as well as
walls can be covered with J-M Decorative Board
Panels ... Ask us for further details-Gat FREE
Book.
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Al. G. RICHARDSON & CO.
Ask for Demonstration
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JOHNS-MANVILLE MATERIALS
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Our A ppreciation

Have you ever had to use your old letter-,
heads and envelopes while waiting for a
_re-order of the"-rie---f7;w rms? Makeshifts
often leave a btd impreisio-n.: You may.
even discover (to your sorrow!) that you
outwhen you
peed it most. Check your supplies right
. now and phone your order.

thank

1 will go acid tarila -be-

to

Resolution

C. W.CURD
Hazel, Ky,

Card of Thanks

a valu-

e=

Mich.:

•

Regional Music
and Speech Meet
March

per Mr. and
Saturday
cap

Wake Lazy Insides
All-Vegetable Way

EQUAL WILLIAMS
N. 3rd SL—Murray
Phone 576

Buchanan Route 1
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Mrs. Carrot Clark is very much improved. They and their families
were able to visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Reed i3randon and family last-

Some Early History
By

,

rwkwirr
Ac FesMurray
Friday
and 23,
Vrather,

Charles and BIll Reelden recently
spent a night with their sister, Mrs.
Dexter
My last cotrununication closed
Conn Spencer and Mr. Spencer.
with a reference to Pooltown and
Misses Velda Mae and Daisy
Rev. Issiah P. Pool for whom
the
Dean Hale of Alin° were dinner
Little J. T. Pritchett, one month
it was supposedly named. I have
guests of their sister, Mrs. Ray of age, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eual
always heard that the name Pool
Harmon and Mr. Hermon Satur- Pritchett, died February 28 with
was originally spelled Ppool. I
day evening. Rawly Etucy of Mid- flu and was buried in Stewart
am
wondering if that reported
way accompanied them.
Cemetery.
spelling did not come from the fact
. Mrs. Treman Miller and daughthat Rev. Pool from whom it got
Cleaver and
Mr.
Ralph
and
Mre
ter, Ina Fay, spent a few days last
its name had that initial in it. I can
aducah spent Thursday
week with their parents and grand- son of
very readily see how that could
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everette with Mr. end Mrs. Will Cleaver.
happen. It would be quite easy
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus and
ms. Grad to report Mr. Adams
kir some scribe somewhere down
sun and Mrs. Carrie Reeves visitovine.
the
line to write "Rev. Isaiah Ppool"
ed Mr. and Mrs. Lee Reeves Sun✓ and Mrs. Ed Morton and day.
instead of "Rev. P. Pool" and thus
family spent Sunday with Mr. and
unwittingly establish the new spellVan Elkins , has been on the
Mrs. Hansy Paschall, Mrs. Paschall
ing. If any reader can enlighten
sick list for the past two weeks
is still under the doctor's care.
me on the subjct I will thank him
with the flu but is now improvto do so. I am anxious to get
Mrs. Sam Hill of near Almo is
ing.
things right. In tact, I received
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Reed
an unforgettable lesson from my
Mrs. Bob Mathis. Mr. and Mrs.
Brandon and family.
father along this line.
daughter, Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris and Lacey Joyce and
My fahter died before
was
daughters had as their Sunday Jane, spent Monday in Benton.
seven yeras old, but he had labMiss Beaulah Fergerson and
guests Mr. Morris parents of near
ofed to impress me with the necesCharlie Walston of Murray spent
Cherry.
sity for doing my best at anything
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Armstrong Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Horace
and
everything I undertook. He
and son, Jimmie, spent Monday Smith.
Jackie Cooper and Victor Igelaik• in Universal's oThe Big Gay",
bought me a little red handled
night with their uncle, Tom HtIghes
starts Tuesday at the Varsity Theatre.
Mrs. Carrie Reeves, Mrs. Richard
hoe, took me and my hoe to the
and family and Mr. Armstrong Watson and son, Hallet, Mrs. Adelfield where he was plowing, and
hauled a load of tobacco to Padu- bert Reeves and children, Mrs.
told me to dig the grass from
cah Tuesday for Mr. Hughes and Merle Audrus
spent Monday evenaround a big stump. I worked
Jen Pickard.
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Saxton
heroically for awhile and told him
Bro. C. W. Lawrence visited in Redding.
it was done. When he saw how
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
appreciated the
certainly
We
Albert Dunn of Detroit is visitpoorly it was done he told me to
Windsor Sunday morning, Other
fore taste of spring which we had
We were glad to see the sun do it over, saying I should rememvisitors during the day were his ing his mother, Mrs. John Dunn last week for a couple of days,
sister, Mrs. Lue Davidson and niec- who has been ill for sometime and but the heavy rains which follow- shine last week. Quite a bit of ber to always du everything right.
rain and rail fell here Saturday He said anything worth doing at
es and nephews from Mayfield. still isn't doing so well.
Mrs. Buck
Walker of Lynn ed will probably be needed worse afternoon. Most of the men were all was worth doing right. That
Mr. Windsor is unirnprOved.
A
present.
than
summer
at
next
Mr. and Mrs. Cratic Paschall Grove is visiting Mr. and Mrs. few bunches of wild geese were away from home during the down- lesson is still with me and has been
pour. Truman Oliver and Grady with me through all these years. I
and Mrs. Nanney Paschall of North John Andrus.
Mrs. Jewel Sills gave Mr. and sighted going Northward which Housden washed • their feet with consider it one of the most useful
Fork spent Friday with Mrs. Paschis
hope
spring
us
that
to
leads
Joyce a
grocery
their shoes on trying to get home. lessons I ever learned. I pass it on
all's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Mrs. Lacey
not too far away.
to all the boys and girls who read
Wilkerson and Margie. Mr. Pasch- shower on Tuesday afternoon at
Mrs. Molly Downey and Pearl
send
The women of this vicinity are were visitors of
he well for some
all-is mtseh improved after getting one &clock at the borne of Mrs.
Mr. and lafre.-/frfr older onesittosandhi
think of. It is well,
Sills.
Mrs. Merle Andrus, Mrs. looking forward to spring with a Simmons one day last week. Preihurt when a tree fell on him.
There were 110 present for Sun- Richard Walston. and Mrs. Carrie great deal of anticipation, we are ton Taylor and Jim and John Bur- ale°, for us to remember to spell
Reeves assisted Mrs. Sills in en- planning quiltings and other gath- ton- were also visitors of the Sim- names correctly. I have never liked
day School Sunday morning.
to see Holsapple misspelled. The
Misses Wikna Hartsfield and tertaining.
Those present were erings. where we can renew our mons family recently.
first time I ever saw my name in a
Ruevene Taylor visited with Iva- Mrs. Jessie Jackson, Mrs. Ruby acquaintances end be with old
Mr. and Mts. Preston Taylor Texas paper it was spelled Owlsnel and Rebecca Sue Wilkerson Brown. Mrs. Fairy Pritchett, Mrs. friends again, after being indoors
were Saturday evening guests of apple. I have been called all kinds
last Wednesday afternoon.
Lois Reeves, Mrs. Carrie Reeves, so much this winter. Perhaps then Mr. and
of apple but I rebelled most at
Mrs. Tom Burton.
Great - improvement in the et- Mrs. Alvin Stroup and daughter. this poor scribe can secure a few
Truman Oliver and 'vie Bishop Owlsapple. I remember, however,
tendance at B.T.U. Sunday night. Mrs. Tommie Pritchett, Mrs. Carl mere items of general interest for
that
I did not object when the girls
were
business visitors in Paris
The Intermediate department gave Cleaver, Mrs. Fred Pritchett, Mrs. this column. Eagle says that
called me Sweetapple in my youngthe closing program featuring a Alma Lee, Mrs. Ida Starks, Mrs. neighbors visiting isn't news, but Friday.
playlet entitled "Facing the Paetn" Clara Daugherty. Miss Ruby An- nevertheless I like to read local
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Housden er days.
Speaking of yester years calls to
The characters were as follows:
drus, Mrs. Saxton Redden, Mrs. and trivial personal items about were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. mind
the . days when we marched
. Dr. Jones, the pastor, Buren Rich- Emma Mathis..
Mrs. Merle Andrus, people I know. I guess that's only Warlick Hutson Friday.
erson; John and Mary, raewly weds, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Petty, Alfred in uniform from the old Murray
Richard Walston, Mrs. Arnold a woman's inclination toward gosL. D. Warren and Rebecca Sue
Hutchens, Henry
Hutson. Ivie Institute down town and back to
Sills. and Mrs. Lacey Joyce. Those sip though.
Wilkerson: Tom, a college boy. J.
Bishop and D. J. Merrell were the music of our uniformed band.
May
my
sending
I
tribute
add
of
gifts
praise
were
Mrs.
Emma
C. Armstrong; 1.1e. and Sam, Inter- Lowery. Mrs. Etta
guests of the Oliver family Sun- We wore red shirts and white trousHopkins. Mrs. concerning the Kentucky Quartet?
ers and carried shining guns. I
mediate boys, Hubert Barnes and
day.
wonder how many if any of that
Joe- Pat McReynolds: Lucy. a girl Clint Skaggs. Mrs. Gene Wood- I strongly urge those who hasn't
Mrs.
Nora
Wilson
visited
a
few
a
radio
all.
to
listen in on your neighMiss Inell Walston, Mrs. Hor. of the congregation, Grace Wilson;
days with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas old gang are still on terra tetras!
bor's
They
set.
ace
really
Smith,
are
Mrs.
excelbe
Pritchett, Mrs.
Captain Felix G. Boyd was our
Jack, son of the richest man in
Hutson recently.
military
the _church. Fred Atkins: repre- Lucy Ernstberger, Mrs. Lee Ernst- lent singers, and being able to
Marrelle
Williams and Moore instructor and R. le (Bob)
visualize
berger,
them
Mrs.
adds
Sarah
to
the
Corthorn,
enjoyMrs.
was our captain_
sentatives from the following coundaughter, Eron Larue, visited Mr.
Morris, Mrs. Woodrow ment of the program.
tries: China. Iva Nel Wilkerson; Edwin
Your recent reference to the old
and
Mrs.
Charlie
Williams
Mon• Africa. Maurita Morris; Cuba, Jo- Miller. Mrs. Clint Lancaster, Mrs.
Little Glen Edward Cochrum, day.
Murray Gazette leads me 'to say
e Morris: Japan, Mildred Jones; John Duncan, Mrs. Lander Curd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bauzie CochMrs. Tennie Duncan visited a that Capt. J. N. Bolen established
Mrs. Grace Curd, Mrs. Dora rum has been ill for the past
Aage,ptina. Johnny Pat Boyd.
and
ran the Gazette about five
few days with her sister, Mrs. EdThe idea of the program
was Brown, Mrs. Will Roberson. Mrs. week.
years. _During his time his brother,
die Lamb, this week.
tithing or financial giving and how Myrtle Thorn. Mrs. Bob Kelly,
Mrs. Audie Hutson was a visitor Bert Bolen, wrote a splendid little
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Spann are
Many sources of work could be Mrs. Alice Barnett. Mrs. Louise recovering from a
story of fiction which ran several
recent illness. in Paris Monday.
rarried on in a greater way if we Tarry, Mrs. Curtis Copeland, Mrs.
Joe Max Hutson has been ill for weeks. Bolen had been captain
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Todd visited
tithed. A good discussion was giv- Janie Langston, Van Elkins. Mrs.
of a company of Home Guards durdaughter, son-in-law
and several days.
il
by the leader, Mrs. Eupha Un- Dora Cope. Mrs. John liarpens-Mrs. their
ing the Civil War. Jim leutchens
Bonnie
grandchildren,
Sue
Mr.
and
LuMrs.
Parks
has
whoopood. and a song by the group Lorain Puckett, Mrs. Ella Edwho bought the paper from them
ther Suggs. Hilda Faye and Lily ing cough.
a d the congregation.
was at the time Circuit Court Clerk
wards, Mrs. Euple Mathis, Mrs.
Pink eye is scattered about. Yes. and
Bee, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Windson Florence
of necessity had to give most
Coursey,
Mrs.
Attie - I learned, only a few days past, I caught the eye
disease last year of his time to that office. He sold
send thanks to the Adult Women's Thorn.—C. A.
of the illness of Mrs. Hula Reeves and I want you to know your eyes a half interest in the paper to
Sunday School class and the Womthis
and Mrs. Belle Story, two very don't feel very fine. Warm, salty writer, almost immediately -after
en's Missionary Society for the
It pays to read our Classifieds.
dear friends of the Story's Chapel water is a great help to them when buying it, and I ran the paper while
beautiful pot flower they presentcommunity. I'm wishing for them they are hurting you.
ed them.
he ran the Clerk's office. I now
Johnny Stubblefield, who has have in my possession two comes
zereal111122821 a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Print McReynold was .honMilton Lee Lassiter was unable been. quite ill, doesn't seem to im- of the Gazette—May 10 and May 16,
ored with a birthday dinner SunEleanor
Fred
to attend school last week because prove very fast.
day. March 3rd. They shared their
POWELL
1876. In my next letter I will give
ASTAIR
Mrs. Pat Weatherspoon has been some of the contents of those two
good dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
of an infection, resulting from the
In
George Windsor. Mr. McReynolds
ill recently.
extraction of a tooth.
issues. Will say now, however,
and son and J. D. Wilson visited "Broadway Melody of 1940"
Bud Todd has his store just that we used an old Washington
Kentucky Beliee--I certainly enwith Mr. Windsor and
about
brought
joy
completed
your
letters, although I em
near Hassel hand press and printed only two
Next Thursday & Friday
them a nice box.
ran acquainted with anyone in Brown's home. He will soon be pages at a time. Charley Spillman
VARSITY THEATRE 7
We are glad to repoti-Afee. Yi'aiikl
setting groceries- to the BlOod ran the press while I fed it. All the
your community.
Clark as very much improved, also
%WWWWWAMMMMMIY
WW
type was set by hand. If there
,
We enjoyed the conipany of Mr. River folks.
Truman Oliver saw KentuekY were such things as linotype ma:Frank West and Mr. and Mrs.
Abe Todd Sunday morning. Mr. Belle Monday and all the rest of chines in those days we knew
nothing of them.
and Mrs. Todd are newly-weds the little Bells.
A recent letter from California.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Trevathan,
and are planning to move to a
new home near Edge Hill in the I would like to see you people and written by Clarence Martin and his
sister, Belle (Mrs. John Derrington)
have a long conversation.
near future.
Jim Simmons was in Paris Mon- erstwhile Calloway county friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie McClure of
tells of some fishing experience
Fairbanks visited Mrs. McClure's day.—Sweet Pea..,
which calculated to make a young
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Doubman like myself hunt up his tackle
hn last week.
and make for the Leon River which
•
runs near Temple. Said letter reMr. and Mrs. Robert Adams,
Bobbie June and Mary Anne were
Hello to readers of Ledger & lates that Clarence caught 93 one
day recently. Clarence and Belle
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Times!
arc brother and sister of Morgan
Shankle after church Sunday.
We have had plenty of rain for
A
wedding
which surprised their the last few days. The weather Martin who removed from Murray
REMEMBER the chant of the Medicine Man? It
friends was that of Miss Clara is somewhat cooler this morning to California several yearg ago. The
only pay I receive for writing these
Nell Johnson of Bell City and and perhaps the rain will
wenC"'Ladies and Gentlemen, I wouldn't for a
cease for
Mr. Noble Lamb of Detroit. They a while.
will make their home in Detroit
minute have you think that I am one bit smarter,
Mr, and Mrs. Robert Rowland
where Mr. Lamb is employed.
. were dinner guests of Mr. Fred
-'-Olive Oyl
brighter, or more intelligent than you, BUT EACH
Paschall and Ella and Vador Paschall Sunday.
MAN TO HIS OWN LINE, YOU TO YOURS AND
Mrs. Earl Miller visited Monday with Misses Ella and Vador
ME TO MINE."
Paschall.
Mrs. Lula Rodgers and daughMrs. Bettie Tidwell is sick. A
doctor was called to see her a few ter, Mildred, were Saturday afternoon
visitors of Mrs. Etna- HancIF YOU are buying your insurance through the
days ago. She is no-better at this
line.
writing.
Mrs.
J. C. Paschall wo.rked in
occasionally
mail or from one of those men 'Who
Mr. and Mrs.. Barney Herndon
and little son spent Sunday' night her garden some last week. She
visit Murray to sell insurance instead-of buying it
with Mrs. Herndon's parents, Mr. has peas planted, has set cabbage
plants and sowed mustard and let-4‘
and Mrs. Comus Alexander.
through a local insurance agent—you are trying to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Paschall tuce all on "Old Moon". Ha!
Sam Bruce and children moved
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hardin and
be your own Medicine Man.
Quinton Manning and family re- to .Surrey last Friday.
Marvin Parks purchased a new
cently.
tractor last Saturday.
Edwin Russell is confined to his
Mrs. Susie Rodgers has pieced
room with measles this week.
.
YOU MAY KNOW MORE ABOUT YOUR PROMr. and Mrs. Udell Watson 5 quilts this winter and quilted-ens
one.
arrived home from Detreit SatFESSION OR YOUR BUSINESS THAN ANY MAN
We
are
very
glad
to
know
Mlle
urday night. They will be at
home for a while. Mr. Howard Mac Cooper is improved since beIN TOWN—but are lroir qu&ifled to diagnose your
ing ill.
Tidwell accompanied them but he
Old Maid was disappointed over
returned to Detroit Monday morn- Charles
own case and administer the insurance "medicine"
Morris' getting rained out
ing.from visiting her over the weekthat is best for your Protection?!
Mrs. Hubert Hargis has been on end.
the sick list for the. past few
Mrs. Luther quilted last week
days.
•
with the assitance of Mrs. Earl
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Russell as- Miller.
Mrs. Elna Haneline, and
silted Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Byers Laurene Paschall
paper their house last week.
Hello to "Aunt Blanch" Pogue!
Mr. and 'Mrs. Comus Alexander Old
Maid is planning to visit you
spent Friday night with Mr. and some, pretty
day when the mud
Mrs. Carlos Alexander,
dria,s.
Lowelk Parham bought a fine
Golden Locks. I watch for your
pair of mares last week.
news to hear from..."Aunt Missateri:
Mr. and Mrs. `ficiward Hanley
- Am glad to .read she is
visited Bert Russell and family improved.-.--Old Maid.
Sunday.
Mrs. Reba Alexander visited
Mrs. Janie Davidson at Penny last
Thursday.—Brown Eyes.
For quick relief
Arthur' Tipton,
Estill.- county, from - the misery
has bought purebred heifers rind" a of colds, take 666
Purdom Building
Telephone 81
sire from Madison and' Garrard j
I Ligaid-Tablets-Salv. Nose Drops
county herds:
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Are You Your Own

Medicine Man?

North Lynn Grove

PAGE THREE

letters to your paper LS letters from
my friends" of the long ago—but
that is pay enough. What would
this old world be without friends.
Whet 510 W
ve
not to have friends? -

4

BIRD
to

I live to help the needy,
I live to spurn the sham,
I live to scorn the greedy
And be just what I am.
I live to spread good tidings
I live to make hearts glad,
I live to pass up sidings
That lead unto the bad.

ANOTHER

By MARTHA GARDNER

A new book on Kentucky, entitled Show Me a Land and written by two Louisville women, has
just been published. The authors,
Dorothy Park Clark and Isabel McLennan McMeekin, writing under
the name of Clark McMeekin, state
I live for those who love me,
that the story, covering the period
I live for those I love,
from 1816 through the first KenI live for God above me;
tucky Derby in 1875. grew out of
What do you live for?
their many conversations on the
early history of the State and stories of early days in the Bluegrass
State.
It is a tale ot•the affection of the
early people bar the thoroughbred
Editor of Ledger & Times:
I am sending you a clipping from horse and their dependence on this
Farm Journal and Farmer's Wife, animal. It draws its title from one
id"Show me a
of March the first, 1940, as follows: chereeter Who
land where men wants none o'
"Hybrid Chicks"
horses and I'll show yye a land
"Hybrid chicks, developed along, where there ain't no men.".
lines similar to those used in: producing hybrid corn, are being ofA German
propaganda
sheet
fered for sale in two Iowa coun- tells us that spring designers there
ties, Dallas and Story. A hybrid will have milady either a mermaid
seed corn firm is advertising that or a Cinderella come warm weath20,000 to 20,500 of the chicks will er. Fish skins are being especially
treated and used fur blouses and
be available.
"Egg production 20% to 45% dresses and spun glass alippers will
greater than that of ordinary hens be on the market. The fiati skin
is promised from the hybrid pul- blouses and frocks do not shrink
and can be ironed, while the glass
lets. Farmers are warned, howslippers are as flexible and smooth
ever. that chickens grown fleets as
tirst-grade leather. The heels
hybrid chicks are not suitable for and soles are
of splinterproof glass,
breeding purposes.
New
stock called "Flexiglaa".
must be purchased each year."
It looks to me, that this is a
Interior decorating Mcperts adracket that should be stopped. vise the home maker to furnish
Some (hybrid) corn breeders in rooms, especially the living room,
Iowa have started breeding hy- slowly and make it more individbrid chickens, andeadvising cus- ual. Too often, they say, the rooms
tomers not to breed from there are furnished hurriedly and filled
mature hens, but come back every too full of furniture that proves
spring for a new supply of baby not to meet the needs of the family.
hybrid chicks. That seems to be One following this advice would
the main feature of the (Hybrid) spend the majority of his Money
chick. and hybrid corn business. on one or two good pieces and add
That is you must repeat your or- to them from time to time as he
ders for seed or chicks every could. By this means all the furnjshings may be. of stperior quality
spring.
This leeks to me to be as gross and when, in the course of four or
five
years, the roorti is completely
a •racket es any that a New York
or Chicago gangster ever headed. furnished, a more harmonious effect is assured. Such a procedure,
In the first place these people
however. demattds courage for none
are not raising ,trybrid chicks. If of
us likes to have rooms look bate.
they were, they would be sterile.
If they claim to be selling hybrid
A folder on the use of preserves
chicks, that is a fradulent claim. and jams has
come to my
Now what I have said about hys which contains so many attention
interesting
brid chickens, and the manner of uses of the sweets we
usually keep
repeat sales, applies to the thy, on our pantry shelves that I
wish
brad) corn business. In the first I might pass a copy on to
each of
place there is not a single ear of our readers.
hybrid corn grown in the United
One item
States. I am close to 82 years old, appetizing that sounds especially
to me is this: Roll chillI have seen two hybrid chickens. ed
chess pastry Ss ,inch thick: cut
They were both -sterile—it was a in 3 inch
squares. Place a teaspoon
cross of a guinea rooster and, a of preserves in
center of each, fold
eornelfm hen. They were sterile as diagonally, press edges
together
most all hybrids are, including with fork, prick top of pastry,
and
plants and animals.
bake in hot oven (425 degrees F
You ask me what is a hybrid?
Another recipe tnat sounds good
The encyclopedia says a hybrid is
a cross between two distant, and practical is:
though closelyjiltliel species.
SEVEN-MINUTE
You can h ridize a chicken
STRAWBERRY FROSTING
with a guinea, but we have no
known relative of corn to hybridize with. So there is no hybrid
corn in this world.
C. D. HOLT,
Murray Ky.. Route 5
? live to cheer the homely
Along life's weary way,
I live to help the lonely
Be happier today.

Letter to Editor

Beware Coughs
from common colds

That Hang On
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to loosen germ laden phlegm.
Increase secretion and aid nature to
soothe and heal raw,tender,inflamed bronchial mucous membranes.
No matter how many medicines you
have tried, tell your druggist to sell
you a bottle of Creomulsion with the
understanding that you are to like
the way it quickly allays. the cough
of you are to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
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A 40-acre farm of worn-out Harlan ceunty land is being reclaimed
by L. G. Morris by terracing, liming and putting it in pasture.

Our Repairing Department is Equaled by Few
and. Excelled by None.
•

Large Collars made smaller

75c

Have your harness repaired before the spring rush.
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED!

BRASUA
Opposite

The Harness Man

Ledger & Times Office

forCoughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

MULE
DAY
AT
MURRAY

Calling All
Calloway
County
March 25

This Bank Cordially'
Invites You to Drop
in for Business or for
Just a Friendly Visit

"We Can Help
. You—
And You Can
Help lis"
Deeoeile insured 100
p to $5,000.151
-•••

We Are Vitally
Interested in
the Farmers.

"Big Enough to Take Care of You—Small Enough to Be Aware of You"

s

•

IN MEMORY
"July 27, 1934, marked the passing
of "Aunt Mary Spann",
Who some day I hope to again
take by the hand.
We don't think of Aunt Mary as
dead, but just away;
We almost feel sure we will see
her coming back mast any day.
She was so kind and loving, too,
As the is gone, it makes me sad
when I think of her and feel so
blue.
I miss her footsteps and her pleasant ways.
But I know she is in heaven where
the angels wings always wave.
She loved her old home and there'
she liked to be,
But she has a home now she won't
have to leave."
I remember well the last visit
that she made with us. It was ou
Ally 4th. Her visit seemed so
short, just two days and a night.
Aunt Mary, I still miss you, my
eyes they still shed te,ars and since
you went away it has been almost
six long years.
I wish I could have shown more
appreciation toward you for yott
were so good to me. But after it
is too late, then our mistakes we
can 'see.
My memory goes back to so
many things of you, the print
bonnet that you wore; a gray dress
that was almost new and a blue
apron and your pretty dust caps
too. The time was so short that
together we .,had here to stay. may
it be God's will we meet again for
a longer day.—Written by a friend,
Mrs. Odie Morris,

mURRAY
RAY
NK oft t MUR

-
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egg white, unbeaten
cup strawberry preserves
cup sugar
teaspoon salt
teaspoon cinnamon
teasoon nutmeg
Dash of alLspice
Ile tablespoon water
Combine all ingredients in top
of double boiler, beating with rotary beater until thoroughly mixed.
Place over rapidly boiling water.
beat constantly with rotary beater
and cook 7 minutes, or until frosting will stand in peaks. Remove
from boiling water. Beat until
thick enough to spread. Yield:
Frosting to cover tops and sides of
two ..9-inch layers, or top and sides
of 8x8x2 inch cake, or about 2 dozen cup cakes.
Variations: Substitute Red or
Black Raspberry, Pineapple, Grape,
or Pineapple-Apricot preserves for
Strawberry preserves.

1
1-3
2-3
la
le

MURRAY MADE HARNESS
ASK NO FAVORS
Yet they cost the buyer no more.

Heath News
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Irvan Cochran, Thttriclay of last
ray Tuesday
Pible lesson for the lesson next
week.
Hatten Lewis was in Murray
Sunday.
Miss Connie Lamb was in Hazel
Monday
ISM
the_church extends a cordial
Bad,
cloudy
weather;
plenty
of
Blankenship.
Pastor
Saturday
on business.
R. F.
ION
Pete W isehart was in Hazel rain and mud. Only a few farminvitation to everyone in Murray
Miss Ruth Gunter and father.
"Aunt Maude" Orr and Mrs. Roy
Wednesda,s morning.
i and claawhere to . attend all the
Pork is one of the most important
ers have burned tobacco plantbeds. E. Orr visited Mr*. Utley Harding Mr. Riley Gunter, Paducah, and
,S1r, kit
tources of farm income, not only
FIRST BAPTIST ClIrECH NOTES 7-services of this church whenever
KIrinify
F.16ev,
4Nrrirree,
Qaiv.terninr-weett.
'My
you
in the "corn belt", but all over the
it is possible to do so. Here
Sunday, March 17, 1104e
Our second Quarterly Conference Monday nigh*, visitor of Mrs. beds now.
Marvin Miles was in Murray on weekend visitors of Mr. and Mrs. country. For this reason it je cause
will find warm hearted friends who
at Kirksey next Sun- Johnnie Simmoffs and family.
Tom Erwin and family.
Those helping Mrs. Erma Jones business Saturday of last week.
you feel welcome and at will be held
make
alarm when the hog market
;
will
near
for
Eron
Williams,
of
Miss
Preaching by the pastor morning
day. Rev. C.' N. Jolly, D. S.. will
with her quilting Monday of last
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Neal PasRemains of Mrs. George Rolling, gets out of line.
in the Lord's House. .
rind evening. A, M. 'subject. "The home
preacla'at 11 a. m. ansl -administer New Providence, spent the week- week were Mrs. Martha Paschall, chall and son, A. L., and Miss Clo- who died in Arkansas Saturday,
end with Miss Mary Mitchell of
While hog raising ik,perhaps not
World's Favelrite Text DemonstratMrs. Reva Paschall, Mrs. Lillie vis Bradley visited Mr. and Mrs. were returned to Calloway county
FIRST t1HIUSTIAN CHURCH' - the Holy Communion. Lunch at Macedonia.
as important in Kentucky as it
ed". P. M. subject. "Rolling Away
church.
segsion
in'
the
Business
Paschall.
Mrs.
Quitman
Key,
Miss
Bell
and
family
of
Minister
Waldrop
with
Havens.
Olus
county)
Sunday
A. V.
I her native
was a few year ago, nonetheless
Miss Eron Williams was a Monday C/essie Cochran, Miss' Fay Pas- City Saturday night and Sunday.
Not Throwing Stones".
the afternoon.
interment Monday at Martin's the price of hog is of vital interest
caller. of her grandparents. Mr, chall, Max and Winnie Kay PasHebron
s Church School at 9:30 sharp every
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Automatic Reset Defroster •Cold Storage Tray • Built and Backed by General Motors.
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